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Abstract
Silk is a fascinating natural material made from proteins that self-assemble through structural rearrangements into one of the toughest materials known. As silk is protein-based, durable and elastic, it has many
features that makes it suitable as a scaffold material for tissue engineering. Natural silk proteins are
complex and thus difficult to produce synthetically. Therefore, partial silk proteins have been designed for
production in heterologous host cells such as expression strains of Escherichia coli. This thesis presents
investigations of the properties of one such partial spider silk protein, 4RepCT, and its assembly process,
and describes the development of bioactive silk coatings and their properties. The focus has been to
develop coatings for implant surfaces to prevent infections and improve interactions with cells.
In Paper I, the intrinsic properties and contribution to the self-assembly process of the two protein parts
4Rep and CT were investigated separately, in a mixture (4Rep+CT) and as a fusion protein (4RepCT).
The results showed that assembly occurs both at the liquid-air and liquid-solid interfaces. CT reached
the interface fast but did not refold to form β-sheets, characteristic for silk, on its own. 4Rep adsorbed
rapidly, and extensive intermolecular interactions were formed, although unorganized. Covalent linkage
between 4Rep and CT, as in 4RepCT, and thus close proximity between the two silk parts, was found to
be crucial in order to obtain both conversion into β-sheet rich structures and a nanofibrillar topography
of the adsorbed proteins.
The finding that 4RepCT self-assembles into nanofibrillar coatings on solid surfaces could be useful for
various applications, for example to improve implant surfaces. The coating process was thus further
evaluated in Paper II, showing that the silk coatings were chemically resistant and could also be made
from silk protein variants where additional peptide motifs had been fused to 4RepCT at the genetic
level. Silk with a cell-binding motif (FN-silk) and an antimicrobial peptide (Mag-silk) could assemble onto
titanium, stainless steel and hydroxyapatite, respectively, materials that are commonly used for implants.
Fibroblasts and endothelial cells were successfully cultured on FN-silk coatings and proliferated well.
Finally, coatings of Mag-silk were evaluated for their ability to prevent adhesion of Staphylococcus aureus.
In Paper III, silk from silkworms were used to construct materials in three different formats suitable for
wound healing applications. Microporous scaffolds, electrospun mats and thin coatings of silkworm silk
could all be coated with 4RepCT. They thereby gained the functions added via 4RepCT fusion proteins
with a cell-binding motif (FN-silk), an antibody binding domain (Z-silk) or an enzyme (Xyl-silk). This
shows upon a versatile method for functionalization of materials in different formats with bioactive motifs
and domains.
In Paper IV, the aim was to develop dual-functional silk coatings to promote osseointegration and prevent
bacterial adhesion to orthopedic and dental implants. Coatings of regular silk (4RepCT) and FN-silk were
given additional functions by using the transpeptidase Sortase A to mediate conjugation with the biofilm
dispersal enzyme Dispersin B, or the endolysins PlySs2 and SAL-1. The obtained coatings showed a
reduced adhesion of S. aureus compared to regular silk and FN-silk. Moreover, osteosarcoma cells adhered
and proliferated well on coatings of FN-silk also when conjugated with enzymes.
Altogether, the work presented in this thesis suggests that 4RepCT silk coatings are valuable as a base for
construction of bioactive surfaces. The coatings can be applied on many different surfaces, and the bioactive
coatings developed herein show potential for wound healing applications and prevention of biomaterialassociated infections.

i

Sammanfattning
Silke är ett fascinerande naturmaterial som består av proteiner som genom självorganisation och strukturella omvandlingar bildar ett av de starkaste materialen man känner till. Eftersom det är proteinbaserat,
tåligt och elastiskt har det många egenskaper som gör det lämpligt som strukturell bas för vävnadsrekonstruktion. Naturliga silkesproteiner är komplexa och därmed svåra att producera syntetiskt. Därför
har partiella silkesproteiner designats för produktion i heterologa värdceller såsom uttrycksstammar av
Escherichia coli. Denna avhandling presenterar studier av egenskaperna hos det partiella spindelsilkesproteinet 4RepCT och dess självorganisation, samt beskriver hur bioaktiva silkesbeläggningar kan prepareras och användas. Fokus har varit på utveckling av beläggningar till implantatytor för att förebygga
infektioner samt främja interaktioner med celler.
I Artikel I undersöktes de inneboende egenskaperna för de två proteindelarna 4Rep och CT samt deras
bidrag till självorganisationsprocessen, genom att studera dem enskilt, i en blandning (4Rep+CT) och som
fusionsprotein (4RepCT). Resultaten visar att självorganisation sker både vid interfasen mellan vätska och
luft, och mellan vätska och fast yta. CT når interfaserna tidigt men omvandlas inte på egen hand till de
β-flak som är karaktäristiska för silke. 4Rep adsorberar till interfaserna i hög hastighet och påvisar ett
omfattande bildande av intermolekylära interaktioner, även om detta sker oorganiserat. Kovalent koppling
mellan 4Rep och CT, som håller de två silkesdelarna nära, som i 4RepCT, visades vara nödvändigt för
att uppnå både ombildning till strukturer med högt innehåll av β-flak och en topografi bestående av
nanofibriller.
Upptäckten att 4RepCT bildar fibrillära beläggningar genom självorganisation på fasta ytor kan vara
användbart för olika tillämpningar, till exempel för att förbättra implantatytor. Ytbeläggningsmetoden
utvärderades i Artikel II, där det visades att silkesbeläggningarna var kemiskt stabila och även kunde
göras av silkesproteiner som på genetisk nivå hade fuserats med ytterligare peptidmotiv. Silke med ett cellbindande motiv (FN-silke) och en antimikrobiell peptid (Mag-silke) kunde genom självorganisation bilda
beläggningar på titan, rostfritt stål och hydroxyapatit, vilka är vanliga implantatmaterial. Fibroblaster
och endotelceller kunde odlas på beläggningar av FN-silke och visade god tillväxt. Slutligen utvärderades
också Mag-silkets förmåga att förebygga adhesion av Staphylococcus aureus.
I Artikel III användes silke från silkesmaskar för att konstruera material i tre olika format som lämpar
sig för sårvård. Mikroporösa material, mattor gjorda med elektrospinning, och tunna beläggningar av
silkesmasksilke fick ytbeläggningar av 4RepCT. Därmed erhöll de funktionella egenskaper via 4RepCT i
fusion med ett cell-bindande motiv (FN-silke), en antikroppsbindande domän (Z-silke) eller ett enzym (Xylsilke). Detta visar på en mångsidig metod för funktionalisering av material i olika format med bioaktiva
motiv och domäner.
Arbetet i Artikel IV syftade till att utveckla bi-funktionella silkesbeläggningar för att främja osseointegrering och förebygga adhesion av bakterier på ortopediska implantat och tandimplantat. Beläggningar
av vanligt silke (4RepCT) och FN-silke erhöll nya funktioner genom att använda transpeptidaset Sortas A
till att katalysera konjugering med endolysinerna PlySs2 eller SAL-1, alternativt enzymet Dispersin B
som kan dispergera biofilmer. De erhållna beläggningarna resulterade i reducerad adhesion av S. aureus
jämfört med vanligt silke och FN-silke. Dessutom kunde osteosarkomceller binda in till och visade god
proliferation på beläggningar av FN-silke även efter konjugering med enzymerna.
Sammantaget visar arbetet i den här avhandlingen att silkesbeläggningar av 4RepCT är lovande som bas
för att konstruera bioaktiva ytor. Beläggningarna kan användas på många olika ytor, och de bioaktiva
beläggningar som har utvecklats inom detta arbete har potential inom sårvårdstillämpningar och förebyggande åtgärder mot infektioner associerade med biomaterial.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Biomaterials are the base that researchers in biomedical sciences use to undertake repairs of
damaged tissue. Inert materials such as titanium and ceramics have successfully replaced
or strengthened hard tissue, such as bone, all through modern health care. It is more
challenging to repair soft tissue, which is highly dependent on interactions with cells and
therefore sensitive to foreign materials. Research on interactive and adaptive biomaterials,
sometimes called smart biomaterials, together with approaches to mimic specific tissues,
has expanded rapidly during the last decades. The ambition is to design scaffolds that are
accepted in vivo and provide specific cues that aid the body in regaining its function. This
thesis includes work on engineered silk proteins with various functionalities, which can be
rendered into thin surface coatings on soft and hard implants. Protein-based scaffolds and
coatings are considered to be advantageous to use as biomaterials, since the extracellular
matrix (ECM) that supports cells within tissue is mainly based on proteins, such as elastin
and collagen. The scope of this research is to construct silk-based materials for tissue
support and healing, and therefore the functions we provide the silk with, through what we
call functionalization, are chosen for being capable to interact with cells and biomolecules
within the human body. This is referred to as bioactivity, and the functional substances
used herein are proteins.
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Introduction

1.1

Aim of the thesis

The aim of this thesis has been to explore the properties of the recombinant spider silk
protein 4RepCT and the potential to use it in bioactive coatings on implant materials.
While retaining the bulk and mechanical properties of the base material, the coatings
should improve the interfacial properties, for example by enabling modulation of interactions with biomolecules and cells.
The thesis specifically aims to:
• Study the propensity of 4RepCT to assemble at interfaces to learn about the
properties of the two parts of the protein and their influence on the assembly
(Paper I).
• Explore the properties of silk coatings assembled at solid surfaces, including
incorporated bioactive motifs and domains (Paper II, III)
• Develop bioactive silk coatings that aids prevention of biomaterial-associated
infection while providing a cytocompatible interface (Paper IV)

1.2

Thesis outline

To put the present work into a context and to provide a theoretical background, this thesis
begins with a chapter describing silk and its applicability as a biomaterial. Thereafter,
compiled knowledge on silk assembly is presented together with a brief overview of techniques that have been used herein to further study assembly at a molecular level. This part
also highlights the relevance of nanoscale observations when studying silk. In the following
chapter, strategies for functionalization of silk are described, and the categories of bioactive
substances that have been used in this work are introduced. The present investigations
are then described in a separate chapter. It is divided in three sections; one is focused on
knowledge obtained about silk assembly, the second on formation of silk coatings on solid
surfaces in particular, and the third contains the work on bioactive coatings. Finally, all
the work is summarized and discussed in Concluding remarks and future perspectives.

2

Chapter 2
Silk - a protein-based material
Silk is a protein-based material found in nature, produced by various arthropods [1]. It is
most commonly known as the fibers in silkworm cocoons and spider webs, and is recognized
for its unique mechanical properties. Dragline spider silk, in particular, has a remarkable
toughness that competes with high performance synthetic fibers [2, 3]. Both natural and
engineered silks are being explored for various applications, for example in biomedicine
[4, 5]. The reason is that silk fulfils several requirements to be suitable as a biomaterial:
it is moderately biodegradable in a time range that matches regeneration of tissue, many
trials have reported that purified silk proteins only induce mild inflammatory responses
upon implantation, it can be processed into various formats with a wide range of physical
properties, and it can provide mechanical support for cells [5–8]. This chapter begins
by describing characteristic properties of silk and how biotechnology engineers use that
knowledge to design artificial silk with desirable properties for biomedical applications.

2.1

Natural spider silk and silkworm silk

The main components of silk are specific proteins, known as fibroins when derived from
silkworms and spidroins when derived from spiders. The most extensively studied silk
proteins are the fibroins from the domesticated silkworm Bombyx mori, from which most
silk textile is made, and the major ampullate spidroins (MaSp’s) in dragline silk, one of
various silk types produced by spiders [3,9]. While all projects in this thesis (Paper I-IV)
focus on an engineered partial spider silk protein derived from MaSp1 of the spider Euprosthenops australis, Paper III also includes work on silk fibroins from the silkworms
B. mori and Antheraea assama. Unlike the bred, widely spread B. mori, the A. assama
silkworm is mainly found in the Assam region in India and has been less studied so far. It
is mostly known for its gold-shimmering silk, and has recently started to be explored for
biomaterial applications [10–12].

3

Silk - a protein-based material
The extraordinary mechanical properties of silk are related to the organization and structure of the protein chains, where the formation of silk materials from soluble proteins
occurs as an effect of rearrangement of their structure at a molecular level. This will be
elaborated upon in Section 3.3.2. To provide a notion of the importance of the protein
composition for the unique properties of silk, a brief description will be presented here.
A common characteristic for silk proteins is a large, repetitive core with high abundance of the amino acids glycine (G) and alanine (A), constituting up to 90% of the
sequence length [13, 14]. The exact composition of these sequences varies among species.
While for example the B. mori fibroin heavy chain consists of G and A mixed in repeated
blocks, other silk proteins have poly-A stretches (6-15 subsequent alanine) alternated with
G-rich segments (e.g. A. assama, Actias selene and Rhodinia fugax fibroin, and MaSp’s of
E. australis and Nephila clavipes) [14,15]. The A-rich parts are likely forming β-sheet crystals while the G-rich parts constitute amorphous regions in the silk material, a combination
that has been related to the exceptional strength and elasticity of silk [2, 16].
At each end, non-repetitive globular domains are present in both fibroins and spidroins.
The major roles of the terminal domains are suggested to be related to preservation of the
proteins in a soluble state during storage, and regulation of the silk assembly, rather than
determining the mechanical properties of the final material [13]. The size of silk proteins
varies, with reports of some spidroins being as large as ∼700 kDa [3], while the B. mori
fibroin consists of a light chain of 26 kDa and a heavy chain of ∼350 kDa [17].
When developing silk materials for new applications, an important aspect is how to
acquire the silk proteins. Fibroins are commonly obtained from silkworm cocoons. In
general, the glycoprotein sericin that covers the spun silk is first removed by a process called
degumming, in which the cocoons are boiled in sodium carbonate. Thereafter, soluble silk
fibroins can be regenerated by immersion in 9.3 M lithium bromide, which dissolves the
fibers. The fibroins can then be dialysed against aqueous solutions, lyophilized, and used
for preparation of materials in various formats [18]. It is also possible to obtain fibroins
directly from silkworm glands, followed by dissolution in the milder agent sodium dodecyl
sulfate (1% w/v) [19], although yields are lower than when extracting the fibroins from
cocoons.
Spidroins are more difficult to obtain from natural sources than fibroins. It is not
only cumbersome to collect silk directly from spiders, yielding low amounts, it is also
difficult to maintain a sufficient number of spiders because of their territorial and sometimes
cannibalistic behavior. Therefore, it is considered more feasible to produce spider silk
proteins by recombinant technology, using other production hosts than spiders [20].
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2.2

Recombinant spider silk

In recombinant production, the DNA sequence encoding for a protein of interest is inserted into a heterologous host cell, i.e. another organism than what usually produces
the protein. During cultivation, the host cell will transcribe and translate the gene into
the corresponding protein sequence, referred to as protein expression. The proteins can
be retrieved by harvesting and lysing the cells (if produced intracellularly), and they are
subsequently purified from the crude solution by protein chromatography.
Recombinant expression of full-length spidroins have some major obstacles. Their large
size and repetitive nature results in various expression errors and difficulties [21]. For this
reason, partial spider silk sequences are commonly used instead, and have been successfully
expressed in various hosts, such as bacteria [22], yeast [23, 24], plants [25–27], mammalian
cells [28] and even transgenic silkworms and mice [29, 30]. The design of such partial silk
proteins varies. Some include one or two of the terminal domains whereas others only
consist of repetitive sequences. They have either been completely engineered or combined
from fragments of native sequences. The source of inspiration has been coming from various
spider species, and sequences from Araneus diadematus, N. clavipes and E. australis have
been widely studied [31–33].
An advantage of recombinant production of silk is that it is possible to customize certain
properties to fit intended applications. For example, by placing the gene of another protein
next to the gene of the silk protein, each produced silk protein will be covalently fused to
the other protein of interest, and the properties of this additional protein will be presented
on the silk material after assembly (Figure 1).

DNA for
silk protein

Silk proteins fused with
functional motif
Plasmid

DNA for
functional motif

Production
bacteria
Silk assembly

Functional silk material

Figure 1: Process scheme for recombinant production of a silk protein (blue) fused to another
protein of interest (green). The respective DNA sequences are cloned into an expression plasmid
which is transformed into production host cells (e.g. bacteria). Fusion proteins are expressed in
soluble form and can assemble into silk materials that display the protein of interest. c 2017
American Chemical Society.
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The hydrophobic and repetitive nature of silk sequences make them prone to aggregate.
Protein solutions, not only from natural silk but also from recombinant expression, are thus
commonly prepared by dissolving the silk proteins in for example hexafluoroisopropanol
(HFIP), formic acid or chaotropic salts such as lithium bromide [34], although this is not
necessary if the proteins can be produced in soluble form, for example like 4RepCT.

2.2.1

4RepCT - the main character of this thesis

All projects in this thesis have centered on a small recombinant silk protein called 4RepCT.
It is derived from E. australis MaSp1, and consists of four polyalanine- and glycine rich
repeats from the original sequence, thus called 4Rep, together with the native C-terminal
domain, denoted CT [33] (Figure 2a). 4RepCT can be expressed in Escherichia coli and
retrieved in soluble form under non-denaturing conditions. The size of the protein is
23 kDa, about 10% of the size of the native spidroin from which it was derived [33], but
it still has the ability to self-assemble into silk-like materials, such as fibers (Figure 2b).
4Rep appears to have a rather undefined, metastable fold in solution, although with helical
contents, according to circular dichroism analyses [35]. The solution structure of a spidroin
C-terminal domain that is homologous to the one in 4RepCT has been determined by
nuclear magnetic resonance. The domain has a dimeric globular fold comprising five helices
per monomer. Interactions between the hydrophobic residues along helix 4 from each
monomer constitute the core of the dimer. Moreover, helix 1 from one monomer and helix
5 from the second is closely packed in a clamp-like manner, and the arrangement of helix
1, 2 and 4 within each monomer is stabilized by salt bridges [36].

a

b

4Rep
4Rep

CT
CT

Figure 2: a) The recombinant spider silk protein 4RepCT consists of two parts: 4Rep, comprising
four repeats of a polyA and G-rich sequence (left), and the CT domain (right). The structures at
the top illustrates the hypothesized fold in solution for 4Rep and a model of a CT dimer based on
PDB-ID 2KHM. c 2018 American Chemical Society. b) A fiber made from 4RepCT. The scale
bar represents 0.5 mm.
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The native, full-length MaSp1 of E. australis comprises many more repeats of the polyA
and G-rich sequence, and also contains an N-terminal domain (NT). This domain has
been shown capable of keeping the spidroin soluble at high concentrations, and acts as a
pH dependent initiator of silk assembly by dimerizing at low pH [37, 38]. However, the
presence of NT is not necessary in order to obtain silk proteins that has the ability to selfassemble into stable materials [33]. In fact, even CT alone has been shown to be capable of
forming fibers under gentle wagging of the protein solution [35]. This is interesting, since
the A/G-rich repetitive sequence is regarded as a characteristic silk property [1, 16, 39].
Unlike CT, 4Rep alone did not form macroscopic, coherent fibers when subjected to the
same wagging setup, but rather formed small aggregates [33, 35]. However, fibers from
CT became smaller than fibers from 4RepCT in a comparative study [35] and were more
fragile (unpublished observations) , while 4RepCT fibers were chemically stabile and could
withstand autoclaving at 121 ◦ C [40]. The short sequence of 4RepCT compared to native
spidroins, in combination with the possibility to produce it without denaturing conditions
so that it maintains a native fold and has a self-assembling capacity, makes it an interesting
model protein for studies that aim to understand silk assembly in more detail. It is also
suitable for protein engineering, enabling integration of additional functions in the silk
material by fusion at the genetic level. These can then be made into silk materials in
various formats to extend the range of possible applications.

2.3

Silk in biomaterial applications

Silk has always fascinated humans, inviting us to use it for our own needs, and was already in ancient times applied on wounds to aid healing. An excellent review covering
the historical background on silk usage to recent progresses in the development into functional biomaterials was recently published by Holland et al. [6]. During the last decade, a
substantial number of animal studies have been done to evaluate the in vivo response to
silk materials, most of them based on B. mori fibroin. Various silk-based scaffolds have
shown to perform well for example as vascular grafts, tendon and ligament replacements,
and as skin grafts and wound dressings (see comprehensive review by Thurber et al. [7]).
Commonly, mild inflammatory and foreign body responses have been observed, thereby
initiating tissue remodeling [7]. Degradation rates depend on the material properties such
as size, density and β-sheet content, as well as the site of implantation, and ranges from
days to years [3,41,42]. The optimal degradation rate depends on the application, and the
possibility to tune the properties of silk scaffolds by varying the processing signifies that it
can be adapted to various applications [7].
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Other relevant aspects in biomaterial construction are how well the mechanical properties
of the scaffold match the targeted tissue and how it interacts with biomolecules and cells in
the tissue. As an example, millimeter thick fibers made from 4RepCT have shown a tensile
strength similar to tendons (∼0.2 GPa) [33, 43], and when mesenchymal stem cells were
incorporated in such fibers, the strength was comparable to that of artery walls [44]. In
order to direct interactions with cells for proper tissue integration, several studies have been
presented where bioactive substances have been incorporated in the silk scaffolds [20,34,45],
either by using a load and release strategy or by immobilization. This is described in
Chapter 4, with focus on the methods and targeted functions studied within this thesis.

2.4

Formulation of silk materials

A wide range of material formats have been developed from different types of silk, and
their applicability as biomaterials has been reviewed numerous times [3, 5, 6, 8, 46, 47]. The
material format should be chosen to suit a specific application. Injectable solutions or
hydrogels have been developed for treatment of indications such as dry eyes [48], corneal
injuries [49], wounds [50] and for local delivery of anti-cancer drugs [51]. Micro- and
nanospherical particles with encapsulated drugs are also being explored for drug delivery
purposes [52, 53]. As an example, one such drug delivery system based on silk fibroin
microspheres has shown promising results for osteochondral tissue engineering when loaded
with growth factors [54]. For applications involving implants, silk can be rendered into 3D
scaffolds and used as a bulk material, or prepared as coatings on other materials to improve
the interfacial properties of an implant.

2.4.1

3D scaffolds

A widely used silk format is the sponge-like porous scaffold (Figure 3a). Such scaffolds have
mostly been made from silkworm fibroin, which is easy to acquire in large quantities. The
cocoons are first dissolved in denaturing conditions. Porous materials can then be prepared
by freeze-drying [55], gas foaming or precipitation in HFIP [56], to mention some common
procedures. In order to render the scaffolds stable and insoluble in water, they are posttreated with alcohols, commonly methanol, which induces β-sheet formation. Microporous
scaffolds can also be prepared in aqueous solutions (e.g. by salt-leaching) without posttreatment [57], although this results in scaffolds with a lower β-sheet content and faster
degradation rate than when prepared with HFIP and methanol [58, 59]. Microporous
scaffolds are suggested to be suitable for cell culturing and tissue engineering due to its
architecture, where interconnected pores of sufficient size allows cell migration for tissue
ingrowth, and also ensures oxygen and nutrient diffusion [60].
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Electrospinning has gained increasing interest as a method for preparation of silk materials,
both because the technique offers fine tuning of the properties of the formed fibers, and
because the resulting material resembles the fibrous nature of ECM in tissue [6, 61]. In
electrospinning, the silk protein solution is rendered into a fiber with uniform diameter
that is formed as a consequence of elongation in a voltage field, and collected as a sheet
of randomly oriented fibers (Figure 3b). As an example, electrospun mats of B. mori,
A. assama and Philosamia ricini fibroins in combination with poly(vinyl alcohol), and
loaded with epidermal growth factor during spinning, have been shown to promote wound
healing in rabbits [12].
When incorporating sensitive bioactive substances in a scaffold, it is crucial to avoid not
only denaturing conditions, but also extreme salt concentrations or pH values. For this, it
can be beneficial to utilize the self-assembling ability of silk proteins that have not been
denatured, which is the standard condition for 4RepCT. When fused to domains that have
a fold-dependent bioactivity, it has been shown that the domains retain their function even
after self-assembly into solid silk materials [62, 63]. As another example of construction
of 3D materials, 4RepCT can be used to make foam structures by the introduction of air
bubbles into a silk protein solution, thereby inducing solidification throughout the foam.
After a short period of stabilization, the foam is stable enough for submersion in culture
medium and for several weeks of cell culture [44, 64].

Figure 3: Photographs of B. mori silk fibroin in three formats: a) microporous scaffold, b)
electrospun mat and c) coating on a coverslip (widths: 0.5-1.5 cm). Scanning electron microscopy
images of the same material formats (d-f ), with scale bar 100 µm for the microporous scaffold
and 2 µm for the mat and coating. The samples in the top row (a-c) are coated with a layer of
4RepCT that is not detectable by eye. c 2017 American Chemical Society.
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Silk hydrogels can also be prepared under mild, chemical-free conditions, as the transition
from solution to gel can be achieved by ultrasound, electric fields, shear forces or temperature changes, just to mention a few methods. Silk hydrogels are being developed for
biomedical applications [8,45], although a potential drawback is a low mechanical stability
and low protein density compared to the porous scaffolds prepared as described earlier
in this section, which may result in a more rapid in vivo degradation [6, 60]. On the
other hand, the mild conditions during preparation and the highly hydrated state enable
drug loading as well as cell encapsulation, which is of interest for construction of bioactive
materials [65–67].

2.4.2

Coatings and films

Formation of a thin coating on a surface is a convenient way to add properties to a base
material. For example, a coating can be used to improve an implant that has mechanical
properties suitable for the application, but risks poor tissue integration or infection at the
surface. Herein, a film is regarded as a micro- to millimeter thick sheet that can be freestanding, whereas a coating is a thin layer that is physically attached to the surface of a
substrate material, with thickness in the range of nano- to micrometers. Such coatings are
hardly visible (Figure 3c), but typically easy to prepare.
A few years ago, Borkner et al. published a review about coatings and films made of
silk proteins. From this, and a more recent review on recombinant silk-based materials
by Aigner et al., it is clear that the standard procedure for making silk coatings and
films begins with denaturing the silk, and commonly ends with post-treatment of the films
to induce β-sheets and render them insoluble in water [34, 46], thus similar as for the
construction of 3D silk scaffolds as described in the previous section. Prevalent processing
methods to make coatings of silk are dip coating [68], spin coating [69] and simple casting
of drops that spread and dry on a surface [70]. Self-assembly has also been studied in
connection to coating formation, where for example shear forces have shown to induce fibril
formation of solubilized B. mori fibroin derived directly from silk glands [71]. This thesis
work has focused on the construction of bioactive spider silk coatings made of 4RepCT by
utilizing its self-assembling propensity, accompanied by assays to evaluate its suitability
in biomaterial applications. Coatings prepared by self-assembly have shown to be stable
without any post-treatment (present investigations).
Coatings and films can be constructed to display various surface properties. It is
for example possible to achieve a mechanical gradient within films, with Young’s moduli
ranging from 160 to 550 MPa, by using silk-gelatine blends [72]. For an appropriate
overview of silk film and coating variants that have been developed for medical applications,
a selection of review articles are recommended [3, 6, 34, 46]. Some relevant examples will
be highlighted here, with focus on spider silk coatings.
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Recombinant spider silk proteins inspired by A. diadematus, N. clavipes and E. australis
spidroins have all been functionalized with the arginine-glycine-aspartic acid (RGD) peptide that is known to promote cell adhesion, and have been used as films or coatings for
cell culturing [64, 73, 74]. Variants of 4RepCT functionalized with peptide motifs that promote cell adhesion have shown to be beneficial for culturing of human primary fibroblasts,
keratinocytes, endothelial cells, Schwann cells and mesenchymal stem cells, with especially
good results seen from FN-4RepCT, which was designed to resemble the RGD-loop in
fibronectin [75, 76]. In a study by Huang et al., a N. clavipes inspired silk protein was
genetically fused with the C-terminal domain of dentin matrix protein 1, and cast into
films that were subsequently treated with methanol. The films could induce formation of
calcium-deficient carbonated hydroxyapatite, and was thus considered promising for bone
tissue engineering [77]. Osteoinductive properties have also been reported for films prepared from the same silk protein in fusion with a hydroxyapatite-binding peptide [78]. A
few studies have presented work on recombinant spider silk proteins constructed to possess
antimicrobial activity, other than through physical entrapment of antibiotics. Spider silk
proteins based on the sequence from N. clavipes was fused with the antimicrobial peptides
hepcidin or human neutrophil peptide 1, 2 or 4, respectively, and the silk fusion proteins
were used to make silk films by casting and drying. After treatment with methanol, a
transition of the protein secondary structure to β-sheets was confirmed. In a radial diffusion assay, paper disks soaked with solutions of the silk fusion proteins showed a modest
inhibition of growth for several strains, including E. coli and Staphylococcus aureus [79,80].
When bacterial cultures were incubated on films made of the spider silk proteins in mixture
with silkworm fibroin, a reduced bacterial adhesion and a lower fraction of live bacteria
was reported compared to fibroin coatings alone [80]. The same silk sequence has also been
fused to a 12 amino acid silver binding peptide. After capturing silver nanoparticles on
silk films, inhibition of E. coli and S. aureus growth was observed on and around silk films
both made of the fusion protein with the silver binding peptide and for control silk without
the peptide [81]. This implies unspecific binding of silver nanoparticles and a release effect
rather than a sustained antimicrobial effect of the silk films. The development of novel
antimicrobial spider silk variants will be presented in Chapter 5 (present investigations). As
a final example of spider silk coatings for wound healing applications, 4RepCT fused with
basic fibroblast growth factor was described in a recent publication by Thatikonda et al.
This silk construct supported growth of human umbilical vein endothelial cells in medium
without supplemented growth factors, and gave synergistic effects in combination with FN4RepCT [82]. As illustrated with the examples above, spider silk coatings show potential
for versatile applicability in biomaterial engineering.
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Chapter 3
Silk assembly
3.1

How spiders spin their silk

Silkworms and spiders have several similarities in the anatomy of their silk glands and
extrusion paths [83]. The most studied spider silk is the dragline silk, which is composed of
spidroins produced in paired major ampullate glands, thus called major ampullate spidroin
(MaSp) 1 and 2, and will be the basis for the descriptions below. Each MaSp is produced
and stored in high concentration in its gland. Upon spinning, the proteins are transported
through a narrow duct while several factors induce the structural rearrangements that lead
to formation of solid silk. While the fiber is pulled out, pH is decreased by proton pumps
and elevated levels of carbanhydrase [84, 85]. The ion composition and concentrations are
also altered, and microvilli at the epithelial cell layer are suggested to lead to dehydration of
the protein feedstock via their large surface area [83,86,87]. The duct diameter is decreasing
along the pulling direction, and stress-induced phase transitions of the silk proteins have
been observed as being part of the fiber formation [88]. Given the considerable number of
factors that simultaneously influence the conversion of soluble proteins into spun silk, it is
complicated to determine their exact effect on the protein rearrangements and the relative
importance of each factor, or potential synergy.

3.2
3.2.1

Artificial fibers
Spinning techniques

Many attempts have been made to simulate the silk spinning process from spidroins, as
well as fibroins. Common approaches are wet and dry spinning, as well as electrospinning,
and such efforts have been comprehensively discussed in reviews [61, 89]. Most often, the
silk proteins are dissolved in solvents such as HFIP or formic acid, but aqueous solutions
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may also be used, as described in certain protocols. In wet spinning, the silk solution
is extruded through a narrow needle into a coagulation bath of for example methanol,
ethanol or ammonium sulfate, which causes the silk proteins to precipitate during extrusion,
leading to formation of fibers. In dry spinning, the solidification is instead induced by
evaporation of the volatile solvent. The resulting fibers from both methods need to undergo
post-processing in order to improve their mechanical properties. Immersion in coagulant
or ethanol, drying and post-drawing are common procedures [89]. In electrospinning, a
syringe pump extrudes the silk solution under an electric potential that makes the solution
travel to a counter electrode, and the elongation leads to formation of a thin fiber [61, 90].
Recently, an entirely aqueous-based biomimetic spidroin spinning process was presented
by Andersson et al. for processing of a recombinant spider silk protein denoted NT2Rep
into a 1 km long fiber. This protein contains a similar repetitive part as in 4RepCT
used in this thesis. The solidification was caused by dimerization of the NT domain upon
extrusion into a buffer bath with low pH [38]. Microfluidic systems that aspire to simulate
the natural spinning process have also been developed lately. They have potential to be
highly biomimetic, since they allow a precise control over flow rates, channel diameters in
the µm-range and changes in pH and ionic composition along the channel. This enables
fine-tuning of the obtained fibers and their properties [91–93]. During the last decades, the
mechanical properties of silk fibers obtained from artificial spinning have been improved
so that they commonly exceed the properties of natural silkworm silk, although being far
from as impressive as native spider dragline silk [89].

3.2.2

The liquid-air interface

Silk fibers can be formed at the interface between a silk protein solution and air, by selfassembly under ambient conditions. This was demonstrated by Stark et al. already in
2007 [33], and is a key feature of the recombinant spider silk protein 4RepCT used in this
thesis. When leaving a solution of 4RepCT standing still, it forms a film at the liquid-air
interface. A gentle motion during this process leads to formation of macroscopic fibers.
This fiber formation process is not a continuous spinning technique, and thus the fiber
length is defined by the experimental setup. As mentioned in Section 2.4.1, 4RepCT can be
used to make stable foams by introducing air bubbles into the silk solution. This is an effect
of silk assembly along all protein-air interfaces introduced via the bubbles, and illustrates
that the liquid-air interface can be utilized in different ways to obtain silk materials by
self-assembly. Yet, the molecular process leading to formation of a silk material is likely to
be similar, and will be elaborated upon in Section 3.3.2 and in the present investigations
in Chapter 5.
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3.3
3.3.1

A molecular understanding of assembly
Techniques to study protein interactions at interfaces

Characterization of interactions between biomolecules, such as proteins, is important in
the fields of biotechnology and biomaterial science. Thus, highly sensitive technologies
for detection of molecular events are important tools, also for studying silk-silk and silksurface interactions. Typically, such techniques require that the interactions occur in close
proximity to a surface, at which the events can be converted to digital signals. In this way,
label-free and real-time detection is possible. Brief overviews of characterization techniques
that has been highly relevant for this thesis are described below.
Quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation (QCM-D) is an acoustic technique that
utilizes the piezoelectric qualities of crystalline quartz to enable studies of molecular interactions at a sensor surface [94]. An AT-cut quartz sensor is driven into oscillation by
applying a potential. A shear wave is created in the crystal at its resonance frequency,
which is dependent on the crystal thickness. Thus, by monitoring changes in the fundamental resonance frequency and any odd harmonics (overtones) thereof, adsorption of
molecules onto the sensor can be detected as a decrease in oscillation frequency (Figure 4a).
The technique allows a high sensitivity, enabling detections in the range of ng/cm2 . However, the relationship between decreased frequencies and increased mass is only linear if
the adsorbed layer is rigid, uniform and of much smaller mass than the sensor mass. To
allow studies of viscoelastic layers, the QCM-D technique uses a pulsating potential to
monitor the dissipation of oscillation in parallel with the oscillation frequencies, where a
more viscous layer will result in larger dissipation. The output data can be fitted to viscoelastic models to estimate the changes in mass or thickness of the layer formed during
the measurement. Water that is entrapped in the adsorbed layer will affect the viscoelastic
properties of the film and thus contribute to the signals. This means that, in addition to
molecular adsorption, rearrangements that influence the thickness, rigidity, water content
or other properties of the layer can be detected using QCM-D.
Ellipsometry measures the change in polarization of light upon reflection at a surface.
As proteins adsorb, the refractive index is altered, which can be monitored as changes
in amplitude and phase difference of the polarized light beam (Figure 4b). The changes
can be used to calculate the adsorbed amount per unit area (Γ, mg/m2 ), as described by
de Feijter [95]. When performing measurements in liquid, the medium components are
constant and do not influence the change in refractive index at the surface. Therefore, the
amount of adsorbed molecules that is detected at the surface can be regarded as the dry
mass. It is thus informative to combine ellipsometry and QCM-D, which allows assessment
of the water content of the adsorbed molecular layers.
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Interfacial rheology monitors the elastic modulus (G’, storage modulus) and viscous modulus (G”, loss modulus) of molecules, such as proteins, upon accumulation at a liquid-air
interface (Figure 4c). A du Noüy ring is placed at the interface and oscillated along its
circular axis at low amplitude. The torque needed to keep a fixed value of the amplitude,
and the phase lag between torque and displacement, relate to the interfacial properties [96].
From G’ and G”, the rate of protein accumulation at the interface can be evaluated, as
well as formation of a protein film and its properties. Typically, an increase in G’ is interpreted as an increase in the amount of intermolecular interactions, and when relating
this information to changes in G”, it can reveal whether the proteins at the interface has a
viscous-dominant (liquid-like) or elastic-dominant (solid-like) behavior.
The last technique to be introduced here has been an important complement to the realtime techniques described above, to characterize the protein samples in their final state.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) can be used for mapping of the topography and other
physical properties of sample surfaces at high resolution. A cantilever with an ultra-sharp
tip is kept in close proximity to the surface while scanning selected areas of the sample,
and the change in deflection of the cantilever is measured (Figure 4d). PeakForce Tapping
is a scanning mode with exceptional force control, in which individual force curves are
measured for each tap at the sample. Detailed information of the surface properties is
obtained via the interaction forces between the tip and the surface.
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and phase shift, Δ
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and loss modulus, G’’
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Cantilever deflection
and feedback loops
for driving parameters

Φ
QCM-D sensor

Quartz Crystal Microbalance with
Dissipation

Interfacial rheology

Ellipsometry

Atomic Force Microscopy

Figure 4: a) QCM-D: frequency and dissipation shifts of an oscillating QCM-D sensor reveals
adsorption of proteins. b) Ellipsometry: the amplitude and phase of a polarized light beam that is
reflected at the sample changes as proteins adsorb at the surface. c) Interfacial rheology: the torque
needed to oscillate a du Noüy ring reflects the storage and loss moduli of the liquid-air interface
where proteins accumulate and interact. d) AFM: In tapping mode, the cantilever deflection is
measured, while the driving parameters for the tip oscillation is adjusted in response to interactions
with the sample.
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3.3.2

Structural rearrangements defining silk assembly

Silk proteins have mainly unordered molecular structures with partial helical content in
their soluble state. The assembly into a solid material is associated with structural changes
into densely packed sheet structures, referred to as β-crystals [9,39,88,97]. These molecular
rearrangements define the characteristics of silk, as has been beautifully formulated by
Chris Holland [6]:
"One of the hallmarks of silk is its inherent ability to organize structures at the
nanometer scale; these structures then assemble, grow, and ultimately produce macroscale
constructs with defined function. The ability of silk to work seamlessly across several
orders of magnitude is exciting [...]"

The different domains of spider silk proteins have been assigned to different roles in
the assembly, associated with their structural rearrangements (Figure 5) [9]. The MaSp
N-terminal domain, NT, is a globular protein with five helices. It has been shown to dimerize at pH < 6.3, thus locking silk proteins in close proximity, which is believed to trigger
further rearrangements [13, 37]. NT is also known for providing solubility at higher pH
values, thus being important for storage of the proteins at very high concentrations (up to
50% w/v) in the gland [13, 35, 83]. However, although providing a pH switch mechanism,
the presence of NT is not crucial for self-assembly into silk-like material to occur [33].
The C-terminal domain, CT, also forms dimers, and these are stabilized by a covalent

Figure 5: The effect of shear/pulling forces, pH and ion changes on the three silk protein parts.
NT dimerizes upon a decrease in pH, the repetitive domain refolds into β-sheet crystals and CT
directs the process in previously undefined ways. Reprinted from [9], c 2014, with permission
from Elsevier. The figure was modified from [98] and republished with permission from Portland
Press; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.
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cystein-bridge. Observations imply that CT is important for the structural rearrangements
that lead to silk assembly [36, 85], and it has not been possible to obtain macroscopic, coherent fibers of the repetitive region alone [33,35]. However, little is known about the exact
purpose and influence of CT on the silk protein behavior. New cues to this are presented
in Paper I, as part of the present investigations. The repetitive segments in between CT
and NT have a high tendency to form β-sheets, due to their alanine-rich regions. The
alternating and repetitive character of the core sequence and the stacking of β-sheets are
believed to contribute to the extraordinary mechanical properties of silk [2, 16, 39]. In
the spinning process, it is reasonable to assume that both shear stress and alignment is
important for β-sheet formation [88]. Interestingly, assembly of recombinant silk proteins
under static conditions, such as physical adsorption, also leads to stabile materials rich in
β-sheets (Section 5.1 and ref. [62]).
To confirm that silk assembly has occurred, the secondary structure of the proteins
can be determined by spectroscopy. Circular Dichroism (CD) is commonly used to analyse
the secondary structure of proteins in solution. A spectra with two minima, at 208 nm
and 222 nm, is characteristic for α-helices, whereas a sharp minimum at 218 nm is a
signature for β-sheets [99]. It is possible to use this method to assess the secondary
structure of surface adsorbed proteins if the surfaces do not influence the polarized light.
The signals are, however, very low because of the sparse amounts of proteins in such
set-ups, and it might be necessary to place several surfaces with adsorbed proteins in
parallel along the beam path to be able to obtain a sufficiently clear adsorption spectra.
Infrared spectroscopy is another method that allows determination of protein secondary
structure, and it can be performed by various sampling techniques (e.g. transmission
or attenuated total reflectance). However, a strong absorbance from water in the midinfrared spectral region overlap with important protein bands, which needs to be taken
into consideration [100]. An advantage of the method is its high sensitivity, and it has been
a valuable tool for assessment of β-sheet contents in dry 4RepCT films previously [62].
The structural rearrangement of silk proteins can also be recognized by formation of
fibrillar structures, as observed in this thesis (Paper I-III). Nanoscale fibrils formed at
solid surfaces can be characterized using AFM, which can be performed under either dry
or wet conditions. This enables high-resolution imaging of protein fibrils in their native
conformation, since it neither requires labelling nor post-processing of the samples, and
the same buffer system as during assembly can be used while imaging.
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Chapter 4
Functionalization of silk
It is often desirable to supply implant biomaterials with specific functions. The purpose can
be to deliver a specific drug, to stimulate certain tissue responses, or to prevent undesired
events at the implant site. When the function is provided by a small chemical molecule, it
is common to administer it via physical adsorption to the implant surface or encapsulation
in a porous material. The drug can then be released into the tissue by diffusion, sometimes
as a response to certain stimuli. We have instead focused on covalent immobilization of
the functional moieties to our silk materials. This offers some advantages; while prolonging
the time that the functional molecule is retained at the site of application, it is likely that
a lower dose is needed to achieve the desired effect due to a high local concentration of
the substance. As mentioned in the general introduction and aim description, the work
herein is focused on functionalization of the recombinant silk protein 4RepCT with so
called bioactive peptides and proteins that can interact with cells and biomolecules within
the body.
In this thesis, two strategies for covalent immobilization have been used. In the first,
bioactive peptides and proteins were fused to 4RepCT at the genetic level and produced in
soluble form. Thus, all proteins used in the silk assembly contains the bioactive part, which
becomes incorporated throughout the entire silk material (Figure 6a). However, there are
occasions when it is favorable to produce the silk separately from the functional part. If
it is difficult to obtain sufficient yields, purity, solubility or stability when producing a
bioactive silk fusion protein, it may be more feasible to produce the silk and the functional
protein separately and conjugate them after purification. Since 4RepCT is small (23 kDa),
larger proteins may inhibit the assembly process if it is fused to the silk protein already
in the soluble state. Alternatively, even if assembly can occur, the fold and thus function
of the linked protein may be lost during silk formation. In such cases, conjugation at the
protein level, after silk assembly, is preferred compared to genetic fusion (Figure 6b).
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a

b

Figure 6: a) Silk proteins recombinantly produced in fusion with a functional moiety (red). The
functional part is present during silk assembly. b) Immobilization of the functional part to already
assembled silk.

4.1
4.1.1

Functionalization routes
Genetic fusion

Genetic fusion can be utilized when both parts that will be linked are proteins. The
DNA sequences encoding each protein are placed next to each other in an expression
cassette. The two parts are subsequently produced as a fusion protein in a heterologous
host followed by purification of the target protein. In principle, similar production and
purification protocols are applicable for the functional silk as for the regular recombinant
silk, making the functionalization easy and time-efficient, since it is only processed in the
cloning phase. Given that the produced fusion proteins are not degraded and that a high
purity is obtained, all silk proteins produced with this route will carry the functional part.
Silk materials obtained by this method thus contain the functional moiety throughout
the material. This strategy is suitable for addition of short peptide sequences that do
not require a specific fold, but it poses an increased risk for protein misfolding for more
complex protein conjugates.
Various folded proteins have been fused to 4RepCT with retained ability of the silk
part to self-assemble, as well as retained fold-dependent activity of the fusion partner
in the solid silk materials. Some examples are: antibody binding domains, single-chain
variable fragments and a catalytically active enzyme [62,63,101]. The fact that bioactivity
of domains that are dependent on their native folds have been verified in assembled silk
materials implies that a significant fraction of the conjugated domains are accessible and
not hidden inside the silk material. Genetic fusion was used to construct bioactive silk for
Paper II-III, using short peptide motifs and protein domains with sizes up to 20 kDa.
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4.1.2

Protein conjugation

When connecting two proteins to each other, it is often attractive to use cross-linking systems that result in a peptide bond without incorporation of non-peptide motifs. A common
strategy to obtain this is to use the chemicals EDC (1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)
carbodiimide) and NHS (N -hydroxysuccinimide). In this method, EDC reacts with a carboxylate group to form an intermediate together with NHS. This subsequently reacts with
a primary amine to form an amide (peptide) bond [102], with isourea as by-product. This
strategy can be used to immobilize proteins also on non-biological materials containing
corresponding reactive groups, although the exact position of linkage cannot be controlled
since all proteins contain both carboxylate groups and amines, often in multiples.
An alternative that ensures site-specific formation of an amide bond between two
proteins is to use enzymes that recognize specific peptide sequences and connects them.
Thus, enzyme-catalysed protein cross-linking has gained increasing attention. A selection
of useful enzymes for this purpose has been reviewed by Heck et al. [103]. Recently, we
have started to explore the applicability of using the transpeptidase Sortase A (SrtA) for
conjugation of bioactive domains to 4RepCT. Sortases are used by gram-positive bacteria
as part of their cell wall construction to covalently attach proteins to the peptidoglycan
layer [104], with SrtA being one of the most studied sortases. SrtA recognizes the short
C-terminal peptide motif LPXTG (where X is any natural amino acid) for coupling of proteins to glycines in inter-peptide branches between glycan strands in the cell wall. Since
4RepCT already contains an N-terminal glycine, this mechanism is easily utilized when
exploring the feasibility of conjugation of various proteins to regularly produced 4RepCT.
In this case, the LPXTG motif is recombinantly added to the protein of interest and the
conjugation reaction can be conducted in a mild buffer either before or after silk assembly.
This was utilized in Paper IV, where pre-formed silk coatings were functionalized with
antibacterial and antibiofilm enzymes (28, 44 and 57 kDa, respectively).

4.2

Bioactivity for improved implant properties

In the following sections, the bioactive peptides and proteins that have been used in the
present investigations, and that have relevance for applications involving implants, will
be introduced. The aim has been to find new ways of targeting biomaterial-associated
infections by immobilizing active substances on surfaces via silk, that can be applied on
various materials. The problems with biomaterial-associated infections are substantial.
Although the prevalences of implant-related infections are relatively low, the vast number
of performed implantations together with the suffer of affected patients and large health
care costs makes it a considerable burden. Still, satisfactory treatment options are spare,
and the healthcare relies heavily on antibiotics [105, 106].
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Local delivery of antimicrobial drugs is a way to achieve high amounts where it is needed,
thereby increasing the efficiency of the treatment, while minimizing the total amount of
drug needed. This ultimately leads to lower risk of side effects and avoids an over-use
that would otherwise risk to increase the spreading of drug resistance among bacteria. In
preventive medicine, implants can be used that have been functionalized with antimicrobial
drugs or other bioactive substances by immobilization. Multiple surface modifications
would increase the chance of successful implantation.

4.2.1

Antimicrobial substances

Since the discovery of penicillin in 1928, antibiotics has been the leading class of drugs
targeting infections world-wide. However, the emergence of antibiotic resistant bacterial
strains is threatening its usability and with that "the very core of modern medicine",
as enunciated by World Health Organization. Antibiotic resistant bacteria are causing
severe problems around the world, being an impending global crisis [107, 108]. A portfolio
of alternative treatments is needed, of which vaccines, antibodies, immune stimulation,
inhibition of quorum sensing, bacteriophages, phage lysins and antimicrobial peptides have
gained interest [109, 110].
Due to their short amino acid sequences, it was a rational starting point to use antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) for fusion with 4RepCT to obtain antimicrobial silk via recombinant production. AMPs have gained increased attention during the last decade, with a
yearly rising number of scientific publications on the topic [111]. They are evolutionary
conserved and can be found in most life forms, being an important part of innate immune
systems [112,113]. AMPs are positively charged and amphiphilic, which makes them prone
to interact with and incorporate into bacterial cell membranes, leading to disruption of the
cell integrity. They have less activity toward multicellular organisms due to the difference
in composition of such cell membranes compared to those of microbes [113, 114]. Most
AMPs have broad antimicrobial activity, many additionally possess immune modulating
properties [111, 115] and some can even act on cancer cells [115, 116]. Although AMPs
in clinical studies so far are investigated in soluble formulations and gels [111], various
attempts to immobilize AMPs on solid surfaces have been reported and reviewed. In many
cases, the AMP effectiveness is decreased upon tethering, and it is important to consider
factors such as the choice of AMP and its orientation after immobilization, type and length
of linkers between the AMP and the surface, immobilization method, and incorporation of
a mechanism for release [117–119].
The AMP Magainin 1 (Mag) from the african clawed frog Xenopus laevis has previously
been shown to cause reduced bacterial counts for Listeria ivanovii and Bacillus cereus,
respectively, after covalent grafting to polymer brushes [120,121]. A bacteriostatic effect on
L. ivanovii, S. aureus and Enterococcus faecalis was reported upon EDC/NHS conjugation
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of Mag to gold surfaces [122], and linker-length dependent efficacy was reported towards
E. coli and Bacillus subtilis when a magainin derived peptide was tethered on polymeric
resin beads [123]. Because of the available reports on Mag showing activity even after
immobilization on surfaces by various conjugation strategies, it was chosen as a candidate
for fusion to 4RepCT and used in Paper II.
An alternative approach has been to conjugate antibacterial enzymes to silk, as presented in Paper IV. To allow catalytic activity after immobilization, the enzyme should
be active in its monomeric form, although multi-domain proteins can be used as long as
they are functional when positioned consecutively in a protein chain. Herein, one singledomain and one two-domain enzyme, PlySs2 and SAL-1, respectively, were conjugated to
pre-assembled silk using the SrtA reaction, as described in Section 4.1.2. Both enzymes
are classified as phage endolysins, which are enzymes encoded by bacteriophages to degrade the peptidoglycan of the cell wall of their host bacteria in the end of their infection
cycle, to cause cell leakage [124, 125]. This class of proteins has, in similarity to AMPs,
gained increased attention as novel therapeutics for infection treatment. Several of them
have been evaluated in animal models and preclinical studies with promising results, as
reviewed by Roach and Donovan [124], including both PlySs2 against Streptococcus pyogenes and methicillin resistant S. aureus (MRSA) [126], and SAL-1 against S. aureus and
MRSA [127].

4.2.2

Dispersing biofilms

While non-adhered planktonic bacteria generally are susceptible for attacks by antimicrobial
substances or immune cells, surface-adhered bacteria form complex communities, referred
to as biofilms. The biofilm environment protects the bacteria from external challenges,
such as high doses of antibiotics [128,129]. As part of biofilm formation, bacteria produces
a matrix of extracellular polymeric substances (EPS), including polysaccharides, proteins
and extracellular DNA, that is attributed to many of the biofilm properties [130, 131].
Quorom sensing is also a key in regulation of the biofilm community and refers to cellto-cell signalling [130]. Due to the complexity and tolerability of biofilms, there are no
simple solutions for how to avoid their occupancy at implants. Suggestions include physical removal (e.g. sharp debridement), prevention of bacterial adhesion, inhibition of quorum sensing and degradation of EPS components, and combinatorial approaches could be
necessary.
As a complement to the antimicrobial peptides and enzymes described in the previous section, Dispersin B (Dsp) was found as an attractive enzyme that is active in its
monomeric form and rather small in size (41 kDa), making it suitable for conjugation to
silk. Dsp is produced by the bacterium Aggregatibacter actinomycetemcomitans (previously Actinobacillus actinomycetemcomitans) to cause disaggregation of its own biofilms.
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Dsp is a glycoside hydrolase that degrades the polysaccharide poly-N -acetylglucosamine
(PNAG) that is produced by microorganisms possessing genetic loci homologous to the
operons pgaABCD and icaABCD, that can be found in E. coli and Staphylococci, respectively. [132, 133]. It has been shown able to disperse biofilms of E. coli, Staphylococcus
epidermidis, Yersinia pestis and Pseudomonas fluorescens, although not to Salmonella
enterica or Pseudomonas aeruginosa [132].
Alternatively, DNAses, proteases or other glycoside hydrolases could be used. Such
alternatives have been reviewed elsewhere [134, 135] and provide several options for future
trials broadening the herein presented collection of functional silk coatings for prevention
of biomaterial-associated infections.

4.2.3

Promoting cell adhesion

One of the keys to successful integration of implants and biomaterials in the body is that the
material is compatible with cells in the surrounding tissue. Implanted materials trigger
inflammatory responses, and the properties of the implant may influence the degree of
foreign body reaction and thus the outcome of the implantation [136]. The desired material
properties depend on the application, in order to be compatible with the relevant tissue
type and to exert the intended function. For example, orthopedic implants should become
fixated to the bone tissue for mechanical robustness. Some types of dental implants also aim
at osseous stability whereas others should maintain an appropriate amount of connective
tissue with a low degree of inflammation for transmucosal functions [137, 138]. Already
in 1987, Anthony Gristina suggested that the fate of an implant surface depends on the
relation between tissue integration and microbial colonization, described as "the race for
the surface"; if interactions with host cells precedes bacterial adhesion, the surface is better
defended from bacterial colonization [137]. Many implants are still being designed for being
either antibacterial or compatible with cells in the surrounding tissue, although the focus
needs to shift towards multi-functional surfaces that can achieve both parts in order to aid
the tissue in winning the race for the surface [105, 139].
Improved interaction with host cells can be obtained by controlling surface properties
such as roughness and chemical composition, although one needs to be careful in order
to avoid a simultaneous benefit for bacterial adhesion. Likewise, while a layer of fibrous
ECM proteins such as fibronectin on the surface increases mammalian cell adhesion, it also
allows bacteria to adhere. However, the adhesive recognition motifs are not necessarily
the same for mammalian cells and bacteria. While the short peptide sequence arginineglycine-aspartic acid (RGD) has proven to be an effective anchor point for many integrins
to stimulate adhesion of mammalian cells [140], fibronectin binding proteins in for example
S. aureus do not recognize the RGD sequence but binds to fibronectin at a site distant
from RGD [141]. This opens up for the possibility to construct dual-functional implant
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coatings providing both antibacterial properties via for example AMPs or endolysins, and
support for mammalian cells by incorporation of the RGD-peptide. Previously, various
cell-binding peptide motifs have been fused to 4RepCT with subsequent evaluation of cell
compatibility [75, 142]. Compared to the linear RGD-peptide, a small loop simulating the
native conformation of RGD in fibronectin was shown to be superior for cell adhesion
to coatings of 4RepCT fusion proteins [76]. This improved silk variant is denoted FN4RepCT (FN-silk in the present investigations), and was used as a complement to various
other bioactive silks in Paper II-IV. In the final paper, silk coatings with dual functions
were evaluated with regard to both antibacterial and cell integrative properties.
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5.1

Interfacial behavior of silk protein parts reveals cues
on the silk assembly mechanism

When spiders are spinning their silk, they use large, complex proteins and a wide range of
different factors to regulate the silk formation. Paper I aimed to investigate the molecular
events during silk assembly in more detail. The role of each silk protein part in the assembly
is valuable knowledge when targeting to reproduce the extraordinary properties of silks.
Since the recombinant silk protein 4RepCT (described in Section 2.2.1) is a miniature
version of a spidroin, derived to obtain the propensity to assemble into silk-like fibers, it
was used as a model protein for investigations of silk assembly.
The two parts, 4Rep and CT, in the silk protein 4RepCT, have completely different
sequences, folds and characteristics. They are both important in fiber formation by selfassembly [33], but their respective role in the mechanism was yet to be explored. The
N-terminal domain is not needed for assembly to occur and was thus excluded from this
study. The 4Rep repetitive part and the globular CT domain were studied individually,
in a mixture (4Rep+CT) and covalently linked as a fusion protein (4RepCT). We aimed
to limit the number of external factors that could affect the structure of the silk proteins,
to be able to observe the spontaneous formation of protein-protein interactions that is
caused mainly by their intrinsic properties (i.e. sequence and fold). This was achieved
by avoiding hydrodynamic motions and changes in pH and salt concentrations. 4RepCT
has previously been shown to possess the ability to self-assemble into macroscopic fibers
and foams by exposure towards air. Therefore, this was the starting point for the current
investigation of the silk assembly mechanism. The molecular events at interfaces were
studied in real-time using surface tension measurements, interfacial rheology and QCM-D.
The protein behaviors and interactions were related to assembly by analysing their changes
in secondary structure and the nanotopography after assembly.
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A solution of either 4Rep, CT, 4Rep+CT or 4RepCT was prepared in aqueous buffer,
and their rate of accumulation at the liquid-air interface was recorded using tensiometry.
CT accumulated faster at the interface than 4Rep, and both the 4Rep+CT mixture and
4RepCT showed intermediate responses (Figure 7). A transitional phase with a slower
decrease in surface tension was seen for all samples containing the 4Rep part. This can be
an effect of rearrangements at the interface, potentially including protein refolding, that
occur after a certain density of proteins has accumulated at the interface.
Elastic and viscous moduli of emerging protein films at the liquid-air interface was
analysed in real-time using interfacial rheology. In concordance with observations from
tensiometry, it showed that CT reached the interface fast, although almost no lateral
interactions occurred according to the elastic modulus (G’, storage modulus). A lag phase
was observed for 4Rep, after which silk-silk interactions were accumulating fast, resulting
in a steep slope (Figure 8a). Whereas G’ for the mixture of 4Rep+CT stagnated, the curve
for the 4RepCT fusion protein showed a behavior influenced by both 4Rep and CT. This
was seen as a faster start of silk film formation at the interface than for 4Rep alone, with
a continuous increase in lateral interactions, although at a slower rate than for the 4Rep
solution. That is, the formation of silk-silk interactions was initiated earlier but was also
repressed or regulated by the presence of CT.
To investigate whether the silk-silk interactions formed at the liquid-air interface of
the different silk solutions were reversible or stable, a Langmuir-Blodgett trough was filled
with protein solution, and the surface pressure was measured while repeatedly compressing
and expanding the surface area of the through. After a first compression of 4Rep, the
subsequent area expansion led to a rapid decrease in surface pressure, indicating that the
proteins had formed a film that was relieved from pressure directly upon slight expansion.

4RepCT
CT
4Rep
4Rep+CT

Figure 7: Surface tension measurements of 4RepCT (solid), CT (dashed-dotted), 4Rep (dashed)
and 4Rep+CT (dotted) solutions.
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Figure 8: a) Storage moduli from interfacial rheology measurements of 4RepCT (solid), CT
(dashed-dotted), 4Rep (dashed) and 4Rep+CT (dotted) during accumulation at the liquid-air interface. b) Mass adsorption of the proteins to a solid surface, calculated from frequency and
dissipation shifts in QCM-D measurements.

The same rapid pressure changes were seen in subsequent compression-expansion cycles
and imply that the protein-protein interactions of 4Rep are irreversible. Slower pressure
changes were observed for CT during cycling, and only minor permanent shifts occurred
that caused slight hysteresis in the pressure cycles. In this experimental setup, 4RepCT
and 4Rep+CT showed a similar two-phase behavior for all cycles, implying that 4Rep and
CT interacts with each other when they are in close proximity.
To study the protein behaviors further, QCM-D was used as a complementary technique
to the interfacial rheology. Instead of measuring events at the liquid-air interface, this
method enables observations of protein adsorption and accumulation at solid surfaces,
while also allowing analyses of the viscoelastic properties of the formed protein layer.
The QCM-D data was fitted to a model in order to account for the viscoelasticity of the
adsorbed layers and estimate the adsorbed amounts from the frequency and dissipation
shifts. As seen in Figure 8, the accumulation behavior of the respective silk protein parts
was strikingly similar at the liquid-solid interface as observed by QCM-D, and at the liquidair interface as studied by interfacial rheology. CT seems to hardly adsorb to the surface
at all. In contrary, a continuous adsorption is seen for both 4Rep and 4RepCT, indicating
that in addition to covering the surface, these proteins have a strong tendency to form silksilk interactions. This behavior is distinct for the covalently linked 4RepCT, whereas the
mixture of 4Rep+CT lacks this self-assembling propensity. It instead reaches a saturated
state, more similar to the CT sample.
Another interesting observation can be found when looking at the raw data from
QCM-D experiments. When zooming in at the first time points, it can be seen that the
4Rep+CT mixture starts to adsorb at a rate similar to that of 4Rep alone. After only a few
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4RepCT
CT
4Rep
4Rep+CT

Figure 9: Frequency changes of the third overtone from QCM-D measurements of 4RepCT
(solid), CT (dashed-dotted), 4Rep (dashed) and 4Rep+CT (dotted) adsorption. The inset shows
the first 10 minutes.

minutes, a reversion occurs, corresponding to a mass decrease, after which the adsorption
instead follows the same pattern as for CT alone (Figure 9). From this, it seems as if CT
outrivals 4Rep from the surface and hinders it from being able to adsorb and assemble,
instead of promoting silk-silk interactions as when the two parts are covalently linked in
the 4RepCT protein.
In order to investigate the relation between the observed interfacial behaviors and structural rearrangements associated with silk assembly, the resulting protein layers were examined both in terms of nanotopography and secondary structure content. For this, samples
were collected from both interfaces (the liquid-solid interface is presented in Figure 10).
AFM revealed that 4Rep formed a very heterogeneous and adhesive protein layer with few
defined structures, probably because of the rapid build-up observed by interfacial rheology
and QCM-D. In contrary, almost no features were seen for CT because of the sparse adsorption. 4RepCT had assembled into a relatively uniform network of nanofibrils, which is
a sign of an organized assembly process. Only a few short fibrils were found on 4Rep+CT
samples, probably because a continuous fibril formation had been impeded by CT. All protein samples showed a signature of helical-rich structures in solution, with two minima at
208 and 222 nm (Figure 10e). Only very low signals were obtained for CT and 4Rep+CT
because of their low adsorption, whereas both 4Rep and 4RepCT showed a single minimum around 218 nm, characteristic to β-sheets (Figure 10f,g). The peak was broader and
slightly shifted for 4RepCT compared to 4Rep, which implies a major contribution from
β-sheets with influence from α-helices, possibly a contribution from CT in 4RepCT.
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Figure 10: AFM images of proteins after adsorption onto solid surfaces (a-d). CD measurements of solutions of 4RepCT (solid), CT (dashed-dotted), 4Rep (dashed) and 4Rep+CT (dotted)
(e), and after adsorption onto solid surfaces for 4Rep (f ) and 4RepCT (g). c 2018 American
Chemical Society.

Based on the presented data, it is clear that both 4Rep and CT are crucial for an organized
assembly, resulting in formation of nanofibrils, to occur. The observations are summarized
in Figure 11. CT reaches the interface fast but does not form intermolecular interactions.
4Rep forms extensive protein-protein interactions at both the liquid-air and the liquid-solid
interface. This process is however very rapid, and results in unordered, heterogeneous protein layers. We conclude that CT has a float-like role and accelerates the initiation of
protein-protein interactions, and also regulates the rate of assembly. The covalent linkage of the two silk protein parts is important; when connected, CT will direct the 4Rep
molecules into close proximity instead of hindering them from reaching the interface, while
simultaneously keeping the rate of refolding slow enough to allow organization into fibrils.
This is a key to silk assembly, a continuous process that ultimately leads to macroscopic
silk structures.

Figure 11: Illustration of the interfacial behavior of the silk protein parts CT (left), 4Rep (middle)
and 4RepCT (right). CT reaches the interfaces fast but do not refold or interact. 4Rep rapidly
forms protein-protein interactions while refolding into β-sheet rich but unordered structures. When
both protein parts are linked together in the protein 4RepCT, they efficiently reach the interfaces
and rearrange into nanofibrils. c 2018 American Chemical Society.
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5.2

Characterization of silk coatings obtained by
assembly

After learning that 4RepCT spontaneously forms thin, nanofibrillar coatings on solid surfaces by continuous adsorption, the project presented in Paper II aimed to examine certain
properties of the coatings that could be relevant from a biomedical perspective. QCM-D
was found to be a useful technique for this (see technical description in Section 3.3.1).
Protein surface adsorption was analysed using a hydrophobic surface prepared with
alkylthiol carbon chains that had formed a dense monolayer on the QCM-D gold sensor.
Adsorbed proteins result in a decrease in frequency of the oscillating sensor. The characteristic behavior of silk assembly at a surface can be distinguished when comparing it with
the surface adsorption of another protein. Protease 3C was chosen as a reference protein
since it has a β-sheet rich fold and a similar molecular weight as 4RepCT (24 and 23 kDa,
respectively). Adsorption of the respective protein was analysed with QCM-D by letting
proteins adsorb during a slow flow over the sensor (20 µl/min) that keeps the protein concentration constant, followed by a buffer rinse. 4RepCT showed two adsorption phases,
where the rapid decrease in frequency within the first few minutes represents proteins filling up the surface, and the second, linear phase of continuous adsorption is indicative of
the formation of protein-protein interactions related to silk assembly (Figure 12a). Upon
rinsing with buffer, the proteins stay adhered to the surface. Protease 3C showed a slower
decrease in frequency that eventually saturated when the surface was filled, prohibiting adsorption of more proteins (Figure 12b). This is a representative behavior; in fact, surface
adsorption of most proteins reach saturation at 0.1 to 0.5 µg/cm2 [143]. As a comparison,
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Figure 12: Protein adsorption onto hydrophobic surfaces observed by QCM-D. a) 4RepCT (0.1
g/l) and b) Protease 3C (0.1 g/l) were flowed over the sensors from (i), with subsequent buffer
rinse from (ii). c 2017 American Chemical Society.
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the estimated adsorbed mass of 4RepCT in an experiment run for 6 h 50 min resulted in
2.4 µg/cm2 .
For proteins in general, the saturation reached after covering the surface with proteins
also means that the total amount of adsorbed proteins will be same, even if the concentration of the protein solution is increased and there are bulk proteins in excess. In contrast,
4RepCT adsorption is not limited to protein-surface interactions but is also dependent on
silk-silk interactions, and therefore the adsorption continuous as long as there are proteins
present in the solution. In addition, the rate of assembly is concentration dependent; with
a higher 4RepCT concentration, the assembly occurs faster (Figure 13). The silk-silk buildup is visible at the given time frame when at least 0.1 mg/ml 4RepCT is used. Thus, this
was chosen as the standard concentration for preparation of silk coatings using physical
adsorption.
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Figure 13: Adsorption rate of 4RepCT at increasing concentrations as measured by QCM-D.
Each mark indicates a new protein solution with the concentrations as follows: (i) 0.05 g/l, (ii)
0.1 g/l, (iii) 0.3 g/l and (iv) 0.5 g/l. Buffer was flowed over the surface between each protein
solution, starting at the arrow marks. Images to the right are photographs of fibers obtained from
4RepCT solutions of corresponding concentrations, where the scale bars represent 1.0 mm. c 2017
American Chemical Society.

The frequency and dissipation shifts seen in QCM-D experiments were fitted to a viscoelastic model to estimate mass adsorption during the experiment, as well as the thickness
of the protein coating. After 60 min of silk protein adsorption, the obtained coatings were
around 20 nm thick. Since QCM-D takes entrapped water into account while ellipsometry
gives a measure of the dry mass of the adsorbed layer, the two techniques were used in
parallel. A window module allowed simultaneous QCM-D and ellipsometry measurements
on the same surface. After modelling and calculation into adsorbed mass per time unit
from each data set, the amount of water in the silk layer was determined. The water
content was found to be 77% (N =3), which can be compared with the water content in
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connective tissue (50-75%) [144]. By analysing frequency shifts in relation to dissipation
shifts obtained from QCM-D experiments, the initial layer of protein closest to the surface
was found to be rigid, whereas the rest of the coating, formed by silk-silk interactions, was
more viscous. The two-phase rigidity may potentially serve as a simple mechanical gradient
between the coated material (e.g. a hard implant surface) and the softer extracellular
matrix that will be in contact with the silk upon tissue integration.
The stability of the coatings was examined in terms of chemical resistance. Up to
0.5 M sodium hydroxide or hydrochloric acid were flowed over the coatings in the QCM-D
instrument. The baselines were regained after changing back to buffer, which means that
the mass and viscoelastic properties of the coatings were retained during wash. The same
was seen upon flow with 70% ethanol, which thus shows upon the possibility to sterilize
the coatings by incubation in ethanol. It is worth mentioning that protocols for removal
of residual proteins in instruments (e.g. chromatography systems) utilizes 0.5 M sodium
hydroxide and sometimes low concentrations of hydrochloride acid to remove proteins, but
that these silk coatings thus are more strongly adhered to the surfaces than other proteins
in general. The long-term stability of the silk coatings was not investigated in this paper,
but the nanofibrils seen on freshly prepared samples were found to be present with retained
morphology after being stored in Tris buffer for a year.
Whereas imaging with scanning electron microscopy does not reveal any distinct features of 4RepCT coatings (Paper III), nanotopography analyses using AFM revealed
that the coatings are built from nanofibrils (Figure 14). The fibril diameters were found
to be approximately 10-20 nm. They entangle so that individual lengths are difficult to
identify, but most are in the range of hundreds of nm. The fibrils are randomly oriented,
and at certain positions, they have accumulated in larger quantities, leading to somewhat
heterogeneous coatings.

Figure 14: a) Field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) image of 4RepCT topcoating on an A. assama fibroin coating, image width 20 µm. b) Nanotopographical mapping of a
4RepCT coating using atomic force microscopy (AFM), image width 5 µm.
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To summarize, 4RepCT spontaneously forms nanofibrillar coatings on surfaces by physical
adsorption, with increasing mass and thickness upon longer time of adsorption, or with
increasing protein concentration. The coatings were stable during a flow with several
chemicals, and showed a retained morphology after long-term storage in buffer. The viscoelastic properties, high water content and nanofibrillar topography are suggested to be
beneficial for biomaterial applications. An advantage with utilizing self-assembly to obtain
the silk coatings is that cross-linking agents or other additives are redundant - the coatings
are instead stabilized by strong silk-silk interactions in the arrangement of densely packed
β-sheets.

5.3

Bioactive coatings of recombinant silk

This section will present the work that focused on developing and characterizing bioactive
silk coatings based on 4RepCT. First, initial studies are presented that show the possibility
to coat implant-relevant materials with 4RepCT. After confirming that the silk adsorption
behaviour and nanotopography were similar on various surface types, hydrophobic plates
for suspension cell culture were used in several of the bioactivity studies for technical and
practical reasons. The various peptides and protein domains that were used to construct
the bioactive silk coatings were introduced in Section 4.2. For convenience when reading,
the term "silk" is used for the 4RepCT part in fusion proteins (except for Section 5.3.2
where it is distinguished from silkworm silk). Non-modified 4RepCT is called wt-silk to
refer to the wild-type (original) 4RepCT.

5.3.1

Bioactive coatings on metals and polymers

In Paper II, QCM-D was further used to study the assembly of 4RepCT into coatings upon
adsorption to titanium, stainless steel, hydroxyapatite and polystyrene. The characteristic
continuous adsorption behavior associated with surface assembly that was presented in the
previous section was seen for wt-silk also upon adsorption onto polystyrene or hydroxyapatite. This was also the case for two bioactive silk variants, which had been produced
recombinantly with the cell-binding motif FN or the antimicrobial peptide Mag fused to
the silk part. Moreover, a similar surface assembly behavior was observed also on titanium
and stainless steel, with a continuous adsorption behavior related to silk-silk interactions
(Figure 15a,b). After QCM-D measurements, the coated sensors were imaged under wet
conditions using AFM. Nanofibrils were observed (Figure 15c,d), similar to wt-silk adsorbed
on hydrophobic alkylthiol surfaces. These two characterization techniques show that silk
fused with short peptide motifs has a similar assembly behavior at surfaces as wt-silk,
and that silk coatings are formed also on polymeric material, mineral and metals. The
surface types used here are relevant for several implant applications; titanium is common
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Figure 15: Assembly of a) FN-silk and b) Mag-silk onto titanium (dashed line) or stainless steel
(solid line) as monitored by QCM-D. Protein solutions were flowed over the respective surfaces
from (i) to (ii) with subsequent buffer rinse. The proportional length of the bioactive peptides (*)
compared to the 4RepCT sequence, in regards to the number of amino acids, are shown above the
respective graph. AFM images of FN-silk after assembly onto c) titanium and d) stainless steel
are shown to the right. c 2017 American Chemical Society.

in orthopedic and dental implants, stainless steel is used for cardiovascular stents, and
hydroxyapatite simulates bone mineral. Coating of polystyrene is highly relevant for in
vitro tissue engineering models, since it is a standard material in cell culture plates. Thus,
self-assembly of silk into coatings can be used as an easy way to functionalize various
surfaces.
The next step was to investigate if the bioactive peptides could perform their function
even when they were incorporated in silk coatings prepared by self-assembly. For this,
coatings were made from wt-silk, FN-silk and Mag-silk at the bottom of multi-well plates
of polystyrene (not tissue-culture treated). Primary human dermal fibroblasts (HDF) and
human dermal microvascular endothelial cells (HDMECs) were cultured on the silk coatings
for 11 days. The metabolic activity of the cells was quantified at day 0, 3, 8 and 11 with
the Alamar blue viability assay. The results indicate an increased proliferative activity of
cells on all silk coatings compared to on uncoated polystyrene (Figure 16a,b). Together
with live/dead staining and observations of cell morphology, this confirmed that all silk
coatings were cytocompatible. The highest cell proliferation was observed when culturing
cells on FN-silk, which confirms that the bioactive peptide motif was accessible also after
assembly into surface coatings, allowing integrin receptors on the cell surfaces to bind to
the FN-motif.
The effect of presenting the antimicrobial peptide Mag in silk coatings was assessed
by culturing S. aureus on silk coated polystyrene disks during 24 and 48 h. Bacteria
that had adhered to the surfaces were subjected to live/dead staining, and the surface
coverage of viable bacteria was calculated from fluorescence micrographs and expressed as
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Figure 16: Viability of cells during culturing of a) fibroblasts and b) endothelial cells on coatings of FN-silk (black circles), Mag-silk (diamonds), wt-silk (squares) and on uncoated multi-well
plate (white circles) measured by the Alamar blue viability assay. c) The area fraction of live
S. aureus after incubation for 48 h on wt-silk, Mag-silk and uncoated polystyrene disks. Statistical
significances: * p<0.05, ** p<0.01. c 2017 American Chemical Society.

the live fraction (the ratio of green pixels to the total number of pixels in each micrograph).
Both wt-silk and Mag-silk had reduced numbers of adhered viable bacteria compared to
uncoated polystyrene disks after 24 h of culturing, and the differences were even larger
after 48 h (Figure 16c). Although Mag-silk showed a tendency to prevent adhesion to a
higher extent than wt-silk, the differences were not statistically significant. The reason
might be a limited exposure of the Mag peptide towards the bacteria, or that the Mag
peptide have a restricted ability to perform its bacteriocidal activity when immobilized
on the surface. Previous reports have shown that the ability of antimicrobial peptides
to kill bacteria depends on factors such as the length of spacers between peptides and
surfaces [118]. Optimization would in this case require the design of more fusion protein
variants, where peptide linkers between the fusion partners, as well as the sequence of
the antimicrobial peptide, could be varied. While the hunt for effective antibacterial silk
coatings continued, the next project aimed to further explore the possibility to use 4RepCT
coatings to render the surfaces of various bulk materials bioactive.

5.3.2

Functional top-coatings on silk scaffolds in various formats

In Paper III, silk assembly was used to modify the surface properties of scaffolds of
silkworm fibroin in various formats, to demonstrate that the coating method could be
used also on soft and protein-based biomaterials. To allow systematic investigations of the
change in surface properties after formation of top-coatings, a collection of three bioactive
silk fusion proteins were chosen for proof-of-principle analyses. Again, FN-silk was included
since it has been well-studied and gives a clear benefit compared to wt-silk when used in cell
culture experiments. In addition, a silk fusion protein containing the Z-domain was used.
This is a triple-helix protein that has the ability to bind to the Fc region of antibodies. The
third bioactive silk protein in this project contains the enzyme xylanase (Xyl), that can
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Figure 17: Silk fibroin rendered into coatings, mats and porous scaffolds were top-coated with
three different bioactive recombinant spider silk proteins; FN-4RepCT facilitates cell adhesion
via integrin binding, Z-4RepCT can capture antibodies, and Xyl-4RepCT catalyses the enzymatic
degradation of a polysaccharide. The goal is to develop a route for construction of cost-efficient,
bioactive silk materials that ultimately can be used for tissue engineering. c 2017 American
Chemical Society.

degrade the polysaccharide xylan. Each bioactive fusion partner, and thus resulting silk
protein, has a different size; 4RepCT (23 kDa) and FN-4RepCT (24 kDa) have comparable
sizes whereas Z-4RepCT (33 kDa) is larger. Xyl-4RepCT (43 kDa) has almost double the
size of 4RepCT. Both the Z-domain and Xyl are dependent on their tertiary folds to
perform their functions, and have previously shown capable of this even when fused with
4RepCT [62, 63].
A large part of silk research focuses on silkworm fibroin, mainly due to its availability
at low cost through harvesting of silkworm cocoons. Fibroins can, likewise to recombinant
silk proteins, be rendered into various material formats that can be adapted to specific
applications. These two properties, together with the large number of in vivo evaluations
of fibroin scaffolds showing positive results [7], makes fibroin-based materials a useful bulk
material when preparing scaffolds for tissue engineering. In Paper III, we worked with
fibroin materials with the aim to improve their properties by adding bioactive top-coatings
of recombinant spider silk fusion proteins (Figure 17). Fibroin was extracted from the two
silkworm species B. mori and A. assama, and was denoted BmSF and AaSF, respectively.
These were rendered into 2D and 3D bulk materials with different morphologies.
The ability of 4RepCT to assemble onto AaSF and BmSF was investigated by QCM-D,
by first flowing the respective fibroin over the sensor, and after a buffer rinse continuing with
a 4RepCT solution. Both fibroins adsorbed onto the sensor surface, resulting in a base layer.
AaSF resulted in large frequency and dissipation shifts and showed a similar assembling
behavior as 4RepCT upon adsorption to the QCM-D sensor. This was seen as a continuous
adsorption phase after the short phase with faster assembly corresponding to protein38
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Figure 18: Formation of silk-silk coatings monitored by QCM-D. a) AaSF and b) BmSF solutions
were flowed over the sensors from (i) to (ii). After a buffer rinse to regain the baseline, a flow with
solutions of 4RepCT were started at (iii) and ended at (iv), with a second buffer rinse. Overtones
3-13 are shown for the frequency and oscillation shifts in each experiment. c 2017 American
Chemical Society.

surface interactions (Figure 18a). In contrast, the adsorption of BmSF was slower and
did not show any distinguishable assembly phase (Figure 18b). The different behaviors of
the two fibroin types are suggested to be explained by their sequence compositions. BmSF
consists of repeated blocks of (GA)n GX, whereas the sequences of AaSF and 4RepCT, both
showing the continuous adsorption behavior, are arranged as G-rich regions alternated with
poly-A stretches. 4RepCT could adsorb extensively onto both AaSF and BmSF layers,
which means that coatings can be obtained on fibroin materials in the same way as on
the alkylthiol layers, metals and polymers as investigated in the previous sections in this
chapter. Spreading of overtones observed from measurements with AaSF and 4RepCT is
associated with thick and viscoelastic protein layers, and indicates heterogeneity. Single
coatings made of AaSF or BmSF, and double coatings made by addition of a top-coating of
4RepCT onto the SF coatings, were imaged using AFM. Adsorbed BmSF was observed as
tiny fibril-like structures, whereas the AaSF coating consisted of some fibrils together with
larger, irregular features. After top-coating with 4RepCT, the topography of samples based
on AaSF and BmSF became similar, with more distinct nanofibrillar patterns reminding
of those seen for 4RepCT alone.
As the next step, the ability of 4RepCT to coat fibroin materials in different formats
was investigated. AaSF and BmSF were rendered into coatings by surface adsorption, mats
by electrospinning, or porous scaffolds by freeze-drying. This resulted in materials with
different characteristics, as seen in Figure 19. After addition of a top-coating of 4RepCT,
no difference could be seen by eye (photographs in the top row). However, a 4RepCT
coating could be distinguished on coatings and mats using field-emission scanning electron
microscopy (FESEM), seen as a smooth top-layer with occasional aggregates or edges.
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The coating was not visible on the microporous scaffolds, and its existence had to be
investigated using functionalized variants of 4RepCT, where the ability to interact with
biomolecules would indicate the presence of a top-coating.
After confirming the ability of FN-4RepCT, Z-4RepCT and Xyl-4RepCT to adsorb onto
both AaSF and BmSF layers using QCM-D, the presence of a top-coating of Xyl-4RepCT
on AaSF and BmSF coatings could be verified by fluorescence microscopy. This was done
by using a fluorescently labelled antibody that could bind to a histidine-tag present at
the N-terminus of Xyl-4RepCT. After this, each specific bioactivity was investigated in
three different assays; cell culturing on materials coated with FN-4RepCT, IgG binding to
Z-4RepCT and the ability of to degrade xylan by Xyl-4RepCT.

Figure 19: Photographs of AaSF a) coating (6 mm wide) on a circular coverslip, b) electrospun
mat (12 mm wide) and c) microporous scaffold (6 mm wide), after coating with 4RepCT. Scanning
electron microscopy images of the same material formats alone (d-f ) or with a top-coating of
4RepCT (g-i). The scale bars represent 2 µm for the coating and mat, and 100 µm for the
microporous scaffold. c 2017 American Chemical Society.
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In cell culture studies, human dermal fibroblasts (HDF) and the human keratinocyte
cell line HaCaT were cultured on fibroin materials with or without a top-coating of FN4RepCT. Cells were stained for F-actin and nuclei after 48 h for coatings, and 72 h for
mats. Both cell types could benefit from FN-4RepCT, compared to uncoated AaSF and
BmSF, as a higher cell density was observed by F-actin staining (Figure 20). The effect
was quantified in terms of cell coverage from the micrographs, enabling statistical analyses
of the comparisons. This revealed that HDFs grew better on AaSF than BmSF also in
absence of FN-4RepCT. The observation may be explained by the presence of the RGDmotif in the native protein sequence of AaSF, but not in BmSF. The fact that FN-4RepCT
top-coatings resulted in a higher cell coverage than AaSF for both cell types may be an
effect of the way the RGD-motif is presented in the material, or by a presumably higher
abundance of the RGD-motif in the FN-4RepCT coatings (1 per 23 kDa) compared to
AaSF coatings (3 per heavy chain of 230 kDa).
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Figure 20: a) Micrographs of HaCaT cells cultured on coatings (48 h) and mats (72 h) made from
AaSF and BmSF with or without a top-coating of FN-4RepCT. Samples were stained for F-actin
(red) and nuclei (blue). Scale bars represent 100 µm. Cell coverage calculated from micrographs
by quantification of F-actin staining after culturing of b) HaCaT cells or c) HDFs on AaSF and
BmSF coatings with or without a top-coating of FN-4RepCT. c 2017 American Chemical Society.
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The presentation of correctly folded Z-domains in top-coatings of Z-4RepCT was analysed
in an antibody capturing assay. AaSF and BmSF materials in all three formats were first
coated with recombinant spider silk, and then incubated with fluorescently labelled IgG.
The ability to capture the antibodies was assessed by fluorescence microscopy, with subsequent quantification of fluorescence intensities. Higher values were obtained for all formats
with the Z-4RepCT top-coating compared to coating with regular 4RepCT (Figure 21).
As a final example of the versatility of this top-coating concept, we wanted to render
the fibroin materials enzymatically active by coating them with the fusion protein Xyl4RepCT. A colorimetric sugar-reducing assay was conducted, in which the degradation
of the substrate wheat arabinoxylan could be analysed by spectroscopy. Products from
the enzymatic catalysis reaction results in a higher absorbance at 520 nm. When AaSF
and BmSF in all formats were top-coated with Xyl-4RepCT, such product formation was
observed from all samples, in opposite to controls with regular 4RepCT (Figure 22). Higher
values were obtained for top-coated scaffolds and mats compared to the coating format.
Thus, despite being invisible in FESEM images of the scaffold format, the presence of a
top-coating of recombinant spider silk could be verified via its bioactive fusion partner.
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Figure 21: Fluorescence intensity from fluorophore-labelled IgG captured on a) AaSF or b)
BmSF coatings, mats and scaffolds top-coated with 4RepCT (A/4RC and B/4RC) or Z-4RepCT
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c 2017 American Chemical Society.
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These studies show upon the versatility of this easily conducted coating method. It can
be used for functionalization of materials in completely different formats with complex
fold-dependent proteins, including a catalytically active enzyme. A key to this is that the
coating process utilizes the self-assembling ability of 4RepCT, making it possible to prepare
the materials under mild conditions that retain a proper fold of the bioactive domains. This
opens up for a wide range of potential applications, allowing further variation in material
formats as well as the bioactive domains that can be used for the surface functionalization.

5.3.3

Prevention of biomaterial-associated infection while improving tissue integration using functionalized silk coatings

A considerable risk for orthopedic and dental implants is failure due to biomaterialassociated infection or poor tissue integration. This can be prevented by providing the
implant surface with the ability to inhibit bacterial adhesion and to support interactions
with surrounding cells, such as osteoblasts. The final project presented in this thesis,
Paper IV, demonstrates that dual-functional silk coatings can be applied to achieve both
these effects.
As part of the shift from the extensive use of antibiotics towards alternative antibacterial
substances, we chose to work with enzymes. An advantage of using enzymes is that they
are available for new substrates after each reaction, so that a low number of enzymes can
have effect on a large number of targets. Mild preparation conditions are important, since
the catalytic ability of enzymes is dependent on a proper fold. Three enzymes were used:
the two phage endolysins SAL-1 and PlySs2, and the biofilm-dispersal enzyme Dispersin B.
Due to their large sizes, we decided to conjugate the enzymes to silk coatings after assembly.
For this purpose, each enzyme was produced recombinantly with the peptide motif LPETG
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added at the C-terminus of each sequence, resulting in constructs called Sal, Plyss and Dsp.
This allowed site-specific conjuation to the N-terminal glycine present in the 4RepCT
protein, as well as in the FN-variant, using the transpeptidase SrtA. The reaction was
accomplished by adding a solution of LPETG-tagged enzyme and SrtA in ligation buffer
on a silk coating, and incubating at ambient temperature with subsequent washing. Either
wt-silk or FN-silk coatings were used for conjugation with enzymes, the latter resulting in
dual-functional coatings because of the presence of the cell-binding motif in FN-silk.
To analyse the effect of the coatings on bacteria, S. aureus was incubated on silk coatings with or without enzymes. This bacterial strain was chosen since it is one of the most
common pathogens found in biomaterial-associated infections, especially for orthopedic
implants. After 1 h adhesion, the bacterial suspensions were removed and samples were
washed very gently. Adhered bacteria were subjected to live/dead staining and analysed
with fluorescence microscopy. The total number of bacteria that had adhered to the silk
coatings were significantly lower on all coatings with enzymes compared to respective silk
control (Figure 23). More than 85% of the bacteria were live on all sample types, indicating
an anti-adhesive rather than bacteriocidal function of the enzymes when conjugated to the
silk coatings. Even though Sal and Plyss should degrade the bacterial cell wall and thereby
induce lysis, it is possible that the bacteria are cleaved off by the enzymes while trying to
adhere to the surface, so that they do not stay close to the enzymes long enough to be fully
lysed and killed. Noteworthy, the presence of the RGD-motif in the FN-silk coatings did
not increase the bacterial adhesion but instead resulted in lower counts. Thus, Sal, Plyss
and Dsp conjugated onto FN-silk coatings were used in the subsequent experiments, with
FN-silk and wt-silk as controls.

Figure 23: Total bacterial counts after 1 h adhesion on silk coatings. Statistical significance
levels for comparisons to respective silk control are shown, **** p<0.0001.
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During microscopy analyses, the bacteria were found to be mobile, with partially restricted
movements. Many bacteria appeared to rotate around an attachment point, with a radius
of motion several times larger than the size of a bacterium. The percentage of mobile
bacteria was markedly higher on silk coatings with enzymes compared to control coatings, as assessed manually in real-time. Different washing procedures were tested, and
it was found that most mobile bacteria detached and were washed off when rotating the
plate at 120 rpm in an orbital shaker. This resulted in large decreases of mobile bacteria
(Figure 24a). Before wash, 83%, 71% and 53% bacteria were mobile on FN-silk coatings
with Dsp, Plyss, and Sal, respectively, compared to 10% and 15% on FN-silk and wt-silk
controls. After wash, this was reduced to 19%, 16%, and 7% mobility of the respective
enzyme-functionalized silk coating, with 10% and 5% mobile bacteria on the controls. The
washing also resulted in reduced bacterial counts for all sample types (Figure 24b). These
observations indicate that the adhesion of the mobile bacteria were weaker than the adhesion of the non-mobile bacteria. After washing, FN-silk coatings with Dsp and Plyss had
the lowest number of adhered bacteria. Together, the results suggest that these coatings
can be useful for implants because of their ability to keep the number of adhered bacteria
low.
In addition to preventing bacterial adhesion, an implant surface should support tissue
integration by being compatible with cells in the surrounding tissue. The osteosarcoma cell
line U-2 OS was used as a model for osteoblasts to analyse the cytocompatibility of the silk
coatings. To study the adhesion, U-2 OS cells were seeded onto silk coatings and incubated

Figure 24: a) The ratio of mobile bacteria on surfaces and b) total number of live and dead
bacteria on silk coatings before (light grey) and after (dark grey) wash at 120 rpm. Statistical
significance levels are shown for comparison before and after wash, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, ***
p<0.001, **** p<0.0001.
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for 1 h. They were then fixated and stained with crystal violet. Uncoated hydrophobic
plate (HP) and tissue culture treated (TCT) wells were used as controls. Microscopy
analyses revealed that the cells had spread more on the FN-silk coating than on uncoated
plate controls and wt-silk. The spreading of cells on FN-silk coatings with Plyss and Dsp
were comparable with that on the FN-silk coating without enzymes, whereas cells had a
more rounded morphology on FN-silk with Sal (Figure 25a). After microscopy analyses,
the stain was dissolved and quantified by absorbance. Similar levels were obtained for all
coatings with FN-silk, indicating a comparable number of adhered cells, even with a slightly
higher value for coatings of FN-silk with Sal (Figure 25b). The cell adhesion assay shows
a clear benefit of using FN-silk coatings, and illustrates that the RGD-motif is accessible
for the cells also after conjugation with antibacterial enzymes.
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Figure 25: a) Morphology of U-2 OS cells after 1 h adhesion to surfaces. The scale bar represents
100 µm. b) Quantification of cell stainings after 1 h adhesion. Statistical significance levels are
shown for comparisons with FN, n.s. = no significance, * p<0.05, **** p<0.0001. c) Metabolic
activity over 7 days of U-2 OS culturing measured with Alamar blue viability assay. The legend
is arranged according to highest to lowest values at day 7. FN-silk and wt-silk were used as silk
controls and uncoated hydrophobic plate (HP) and tissue culture treated (TCT) wells were used as
standard controls.
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Cell viability was evaluated by culturing U-2 OS on the coatings and measuring the
metabolic activity at day 1, 4 and 7. Compared to wt-silk and the uncoated HP plate control, the cell viability was higher on all FN-coatings, even when conjugated with enzymes,
and an increase by time indicated proliferative activity (Figure 25c). This demonstrates
that the FN-coatings support growth of osteoblast-like cells even when the enzymes Sal,
Plyss and Dsp are present on the surfaces.
In conclusion, the strategy presented here used a transpeptidase reaction to conjugate
antibacterial and antibiofilm enzymes onto silk coatings. This resulted in materials that are
capable of reducing bacterial adhesion. Conjugation of enzymes onto coatings of silk with
a cell-binding motif could in addition promote adhesion and proliferation of osteoblast-like
cells, thus presenting dual-functional capabilities. Such silk coatings could be useful for improvement of surface properties of orthopedic and dental implants, for which infection and
poor osseointegration are common. By reducing bacterial adhesion while simultaneously
promoting establishment of osteoblasts on the implant surface, the balance can be pushed
towards better osseointegration, supporting the cells in the surrounding tissue to win the
race for the surface.
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Chapter 6
Concluding remarks and future
perspectives
The work in this thesis aimed to explore the properties of the recombinant spider silk
protein 4RepCT and the potential to use it for medical applications such as implants,
focusing on its ability to self-assemble at surfaces to form coatings. The first part of the
thesis is based on studies of the assembly at a molecular level by following the process with
real-time techniques, and the latter part presented investigations of the potential of adding
specific functions to a surface by applying a coating of bioactive silk on it.
In the first paper, we studied the importance of each protein part for the silk assembly
process. Understanding of the process was aided by studying the protein behaviors at
both the liquid-air and liquid-solid interfaces. The combination of methods revealed that
the observed events are not dependent only on one type of situation but can be put into
a more general perspective (although different from the natural spinning process). As
described in the theoretical background about silk assembly in Chapter 3, the exact role of
the CT-domain in native spidroins has not been fully understood. In fact, previous studies
have often aimed at studying the pH-switch mechanism of the NT-domain or analysing the
influence from variations in the repetitive part on the mechanical properties of the silk. In
our study, by using a short repetitive part that has a similar molecular weight as CT, we
could highlight the importance of CT for the assembly mechanism. Interestingly, a mixture
of 4Rep and CT did not result in assembly; instead, a covalent linkage seems crucial. We
could identify that a key feature of CT is that it acts as a float, initiating the interactions
between 4Rep molecules, while also acting as a regulator so that assembly into nanofibrils
occurs rather than random aggregation. These insights are valuable for further work with
4RepCT, and are for example useful when considering how changes or additions to the
protein sequence may influence the assembly (i.e. when designing new fusion proteins,
cross-linking routes etc.). Furthermore, I hope that the obtained knowledge about the
silk parts also can be useful for other silk researchers by revealing new insights about
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their respective roles from real-time studies of interfacial assembly. It may for example
contribute to the development of biomimetic spinning processes or construction of novel
supramolecular materials.
After concluding that silk-silk interactions and structural rearrangements, associated
with silk assembly, occur during adsorption of silk proteins onto solid surfaces, we wanted
to explore the possibility to use these surface coatings on biomaterials. In the second paper,
we learned that the assembled coatings are chemically stabile and has a high water content. The latter point is reassuring for biomedical applications since many tissue types also
hold high amounts of water. Implant interfaces that resemble the structure and properties
of the tissue should be beneficial for cell interactions and tissue integration, and another
similarity with silk is the fibrillar topography. Moreover, it is encouraging that the silk
proteins could assemble onto a range of different material types, of which many are interesting for biomaterial and implant applications; titanium, stainless steel, hydroxyapatite,
polystyrene and silk fibroin could all be coated with 4RepCT, showing similar adsorption
behavior and nanofibrillar appearances. Even structurally complex material formats such
as fibrous electrospun mats and scaffolds with interconnected micropores constructed from
silkworm fibroin could be coated with 4RepCT. The coatings were so thin that they were
hardly visible with scanning electron microscopy. Even so, the presence of bioactive spider
silk proteins on fibroin materials after coating was confirmed, as the function of each specific bioactive spider silk protein was verified. All formats of the fibroin-based materials
supported cell culturing when coated with FN-4RepCT, could capture antibodies when
coated with Z-4RepCT, and could perform a catalytic reaction to degrade a polysaccharide when coated with Xyl-4RepCT. This was indeed encouraging, and development of
coatings with other bioactive parts is undoubtedly an interesting next step, especially with
focus on directing cell interactions to improve the outcome of scaffolds in tissue engineering
applications.
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Meanwhile, this silk coating procedure has been used in a biosensor application. A glass
capillary sensor with the ability to bind antibodies through surface modification with the
Z-domain had previously been prepared by covalently conjugating the Z-domain to the
glass through silanization. When instead functionalizing the surface via adsorption of a
silk coating made of Z-4RepCT, the sensitivity of the analyses could be improved (Related
publication III). The versatility that this silk coating method offers for surface functionalization makes it interesting also for diagnostic applications.
Cell and bacterial studies presented in the second paper aimed to initially investigate the
usability of bioactive silk coatings prepared with the newly characterized assembly process
for wound healing applications. Results from cell studies were promising, but the use of
antimicrobial peptides did only show a minor reduction in bacterial adhesion. The concept
and analyses were developed further, and results from the second and third paper have
led to a follow-up project with collaborators (Related publication I). Mats and scaffolds
made of the silkworm fibroins BmSF and AaSF were this time coated with 4RepCT in
fusion with a growth factor or two different antimicrobial peptides, in addition to the
FN-motif. The coated materials could reduce the growth of bacteria in suspension, and
supported co-culturing of fibroblasts, endothelial cells and keratinocytes into bi-layered skin
constructs, respectively. Another recent study (Related publication II) further investigated
the effect of fusing basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) to 4RepCT, also showing positive
results. Coatings and fibers made of the fusion protein could support cell growth in medium
without supplemented growth factors. Altogether, this implies that bioactive silk coatings
can be valuable for wound healing applications, where the next step would be to evaluate
its in vivo performance together with evaluation of immunological responses. Another
appealing potential is to use such artificial skin patches or other tissue equivalent silk
constructs as models for animal-free testing, for example to evaluate drug candidates.
In the final paper, we approached a more advanced coating concept. We developed silk
coatings that presented enzymes of significantly larger size than the silk protein itself on the
surface, and rendered them dual-functional by conjugating the enzymes onto coatings of
the silk variant FN-4RepCT. Although sortase-mediated functionalization of silk might not
be feasible for applications with long-term exposure in microbe rich environments where
natural sortases might be present, the method was useful as proof-of-concept for conjugation of large proteins to silk with retained bioactivity. To minimize the risk of reversibility
or side reactions, the sortase reaction can be optimized by the number of glycines and
position of the peptide motifs that are participating in the conjugation. However, other
conjugation methods (e.g. using a split-intein system or coiled coils) could turn out to be
equally useful or even better in certain applications.
For future development of tissue engineering scaffolds, it is desirable to aim towards
multi-functional materials that has a degradability rate slightly longer than the tissue
regeneration. The degradation properties need to be investigated, together with in vivo
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responses to each specific silk variant. In the body, the bioactive silk material would act as a
scaffold for the cells, promote their adhesion and proliferation, and at the same time assist
in healing and remodelling of the tissue. In particular, this thesis lays the groundwork
for several of these functions to be combined into a single material by using a singlestep coating procedure. The next step could be to combine FN, bFGF and antimicobial
substances such as the antibiofilm enzyme Dsp into the same coating to create a multifunctional silk interface. Immune modulating substances could also be beneficial to include,
along with various tissue specific markers (e.g. for stimulation of cell responses). Using
recombinant technology, it would be possible to include protease recognition motifs in the
protein sequence that are cleaved by specific proteases. These can be chosen to match
specific tissues or conditions, for example for being up-regulated during healing and tissue
remodelling, and they would then release bioactive motifs from the silk coatings by cleaving
the recognition motif. The work in this thesis demonstrates the variation in material types
and formats that can be used to present such functions, since it was shown that silk fusion
proteins can coat a wide range of base materials with different physical and chemical
composition, on flat surfaces as well as micro-structured materials. The silk used herein
has many desirable features, which opens up for further advancements. This will hopefully
lead to improved outcome of existing implants and biomaterials as well as development
of smart protein-based scaffolds for tissue engineering, and I look forward to follow the
coming trends and progresses.
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Popular science summary
When the body faces irreparable damage, an implant can be inserted to regain the lost
function. Passive materials such as titanium and stainless steel are commonly used in
implants for hard tissues, for example bone and teeth. Organ donations can in some cases
replace failing soft tissues, but many patients suffer from long waiting times. Biomaterial
research aims to find solutions to all kinds of tissue complications. It has become clear
that passive implants cannot solve all problems. Sometimes, establishment of an infection
at the implant surfaces leads to failure, so that the implant has to be removed. Antibiotics
are not always helping, and a rising burden from resistant bacteria is awaited. Even if
an infection is avoided, problems may arise if the body has an impaired healing capacity
or rejects the implant for being a foreign material. There is a need to expand the cohort
of available drugs, as well as application methods and preventive strategies, to be able to
handle all kinds of challenges.
The work in this thesis has the ultimate goal to find new solutions for implant related
complications, and has focused on the development of smart surface coatings for implants
that can perform a biological function (bioactivity) inside the body to direct healing and
reduce the risk of infection at the surface. The network around the cells in tissues are
composed of proteins, for example collagen, that often form fiber-like structures. Silk
is also made of fiber-forming proteins, and could therefore be a suitable biomaterial for
implants. In this work, we used an engineered, simplified silk protein called 4RepCT as
the main component. It has been derived from a natural protein in spider silk from an
African nursery web spider. Various bioactive proteins, for example antibacterial enzymes,
can be permanently added to 4RepCT silk to make it more useful as a biomaterial.
The first project presented in this thesis aimed to gain a deeper and more detailed
understanding of how single silk proteins in solution interact with each other and arrange
themselves into solid silk materials, a process which is called silk assembly. To understand the process, the two different parts 4Rep and CT were studied both separately and
combined as 4RepCT, by using various surface chemistry techniques. We could show that
both 4Rep and CT are important for the silk proteins to be able to arrange into tiny
thread-like fibrils, but that they have to be linked together in order to do this. The silk
protein 4RepCT was further used to make thin, fibrillar coatings on various surfaces. We
used silk to coat porous materials made of silkworm silk, as well as hard materials such
as titanium, the bone mineral hydroxyapatite and labware plastic. The coatings were soft
but stabile, with a water content in a similar range to that of soft tissues. This is encouraging, since similarities with tissues are important for a material to be successful as
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an implant. Following these findings, we developed bioactive silk coatings that could improve interactions with human cells from skin and bone. In addition, several silk variants
were designed to achieve antibacterial properties. The best results were obtained when
attaching enzymes to the silk coatings that have the ability to make holes in bacteria or
reduce their stickiness to surfaces. In the final work, multi-functional coatings could both
support interactions with human bone cells and reduce the risk of bacteria to attach to the
surfaces, which suggests that such coatings can be used to improve the surfaces of existing
bone and dental implants.

Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning
När kroppen utsätts för en skada som den inte själv kan reparera kan ett implantat sättas
in för att återfå den förlorade funktionen. Passiva material såsom titan och rostfritt stål
är vanliga implantatmaterial för hård vävnad, till exempel ben och tänder. Donerade
organ kan i vissa fall ersätta dysfunktionell mjuk vävnad, men många patienter lider av
långa väntetider. Forskning om biomaterial syftar till att hitta lösningar till alla sorters
vävnadskomplikationer. Man har förstått att passiva material inte kan lösa alla problem.
Ibland uppstår en infektion på implantatytan efter operationen, vilket kan leda till att
implantatet måste tas ut. Antibiotika hjälper inte alltid, och vi står en växande problematik med resistenta bakterier till mötes. Även om en infektion inte skulle uppkomma
kan det bli problem om kroppen har en nedsatt läkningsförmåga, eller tolkar det nya
materialet som kroppsfrämmande och inleder en bortstötningsprocess. Det behövs en
utökning av läkemedel, men även angreppssätt och preventiva åtgärder, för att kunna
hantera varierande utmaningar.
Arbetet i den här avhandlingen har som övergripande mål att ta fram nya lösningar
till implantatrelaterade problem, och har fokuserat på att utveckla smarta ytbeläggningar
till biomaterial, som kan bidra med en biologisk funktion (bioaktivitet) inuti kroppen för
att främja inläkning och minska risken för infektion på ytan. Nätverket som omsluter
kroppens celler i vävnad består av proteiner, till exempel kollagen, som ofta bildar fiberliknande strukturer. Silke, som också är ett fiberbildande proteinbaserat material, skulle
därför passa bra att använda som biomaterial till implantat. I det här arbetet har vi använt ett specialframtaget, förenklat silkesprotein som bas, som vi kallar 4RepCT. Det är
konstruerat från delar av ett naturligt silkesprotein i spindeltråd från en typ av afrikansk
vårdnätsspindel. Olika bioaktiva proteiner, till exempel antibakteriella enzymer, kan fästas
permanent till 4RepCT-silke för att göra det mer funktionellt som biomaterial.
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Det första projektet som presenteras här syftade till att få en djupare och mer detaljerad
förståelse för hur enskilda silkesproteiner i lösning interagerar med varandra och ordnar
om sig till kompakta silkesmaterial via självorganisation. För att förstå silkesbildningsprocessen studerades de båda delarna 4Rep och CT var för sig, och sammansatta till
4RepCT, med olika ytkemiska analyser. Vi kunde visa att både 4Rep och CT är nödvändiga
för att silkesproteinerna ska kunna arrangeras till mycket små trådliknande fibriller, men
att de måste sitta ihop för att detta ska vara möjligt. Silkesproteinet 4RepCT användes
därefter till att skapa tunna beläggningar som består av dessa små fibriller på olika ytor.
Vi gjorde silkesbeläggningar på porösa material som hade tillverkats av silkesmasksilke,
likväl som på hårda material som till exempel titan, ben-mineralen hydroxyapatit och
labbplast. Beläggningarna var mjuka men stabila, med motsvarande mängd inkapslat vatten som det finns i mjuka vävnader. Det är uppmuntrande eftersom det är viktigt att
silket har egenskaper som liknar de i kroppens vävnad för att det ska fungera bra som
implantatmaterial. Efter dessa upptäckter utvecklade vi bioaktiva silkesbeläggningar som
kunde ge förbättrad interaktion med humana celler från hud och ben. Dessutom designade
vi flera silkesvarianter som uppvisade antibakteriella egenskaper. De bästa resultaten gavs
av silkesbeläggningar där enzymer hade satts fast, som kan göra hål på bakterier eller minska deras klibbighet till ytor. I det sista arbetet gjorde vi multifunktionella beläggningar
som kunde främja interaktioner med humana benceller och samtidigt minska risken för att
bakterier fäste till ytan, vilket visar på att sådana silkesbeläggningar kan användas för att
förbättra ytorna på redan existerande ben- och tandimplantat.
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